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About us

Easyexpat.com is edited by dotExpat Ltd, a Private Company.

Easy Expat is part of dotExpat a brand name for the activities of dotExpat

Ltd, a Private Company.

Registered Office: Global Gateway 8, Rue de la Perle, Providence, Mahe,

Seychelles

Registered Number: 153347

For Legal matters only, dotExpat Ltd is represented by:

Chaplin, Bénédicte & Co - 126 Aldersgate Street, London EC1A 4JQ, UK

Fax: +44 (0)20-7250-3109

Our mission

Provide expatriates with accurate information and answers about the major

cities with the most expatriates. We give you also the possibility to register

your expat blog via BlogExpat.com and take advantage of all tools provided

in the Easy Expat community

Operations

EasyExpat is run by expatriation experts and professional expatriates and of

course by all the forum users.

Forum: phpBB © phpBB Group / phpBB SEO

And you?

To get regular updates on the development of Easy Expat and Blog Expat, 

subscribe to our mail list.

You can also give your opinion, ask questions or share your own experience

on our forums.

If you want to advertise on our site, click here.
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Overview

1. Geography

2. History

3. Politics

4. Economy
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Geography

A small country that's remarkably easy on the eyes, Croatia attracts millions of visitors annually to

its stunning Adriatic coast. Still, it's not yet a household name - but even if you think you haven't

heard of it, chances are, you have. Among other claims to fame, Croatia gave the world the necktie

(or cravat), the fountain pen, and the first functioning parachute, and scientific genius Nikola Tesla.

Zagreb, the capital city of Croatia, is often described as "Vienna's little sister," thanks to its

neo-baroque architecture, lush city parks, numerous cake shops and open-air markets, and a café

culture that rivals that of Paris. The people of Zagreb love to socialize, and any time of day will do

for an hours-long chat over coffee or a drink.

It's also a culturally rich city, with numerous museums and galleries that host events and

exhibitions every week. Allegedly, Zagreb has more museums per square meter than any other city

in Europe. Despite increasing numbers of tourists and expats, however, Zagreb isn't particularly

diverse.

Like the rest of Croatia, Zagreb is experiencing economic challenges and rising unemployment

rates. A relatively new country having gained its independence in 1991 and come out of a

devastating war less than 20 years ago, Croatia is still struggling to find its footing, and Zagreb with

it.

Croatia

Croatia is bordered by Slovenia and Hungary to the north, Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina to

the east, and Montenegro to the south. The Adriatic Sea lies to the west, between Croatia and Italy.

Croatia's peculiar crescent shape and long, narrow coastline make it easy to pinpoint on the map.

Croatia covers an area of 56,594 square kilometers (21,851 square miles).

Croatia may be on the smaller side, but its topography is notably varied. The so-called flat

Pannonian plain stretches east of Zagreb towards Hungary. Gently rolling hills characterize the area

northwest of Zagreb, while moving toward the coast; the landscape becomes increasingly rocky

and mountainous.

The Dinaric Alps stretch from Slovenia down through the regions of Gorski Kotor and Lika and into

Dalmatia, creating something of a geographical division between mainland and coastal Croatia. The

tallest peak is Dinara, at 1, 831 meters (6,007 ft.), followed by Biokovo and Velebit, visible from

many Dalmatian towns.

The Adriatic coast is mostly rocky and punctuated by numerous capes, bays and inlets. Croatia has

over 1,200 islands, with the largest being Cres and Krk, each covering just over 400 square

kilometers (156 square miles). Altogether, islands included, Croatia has around 6,000 kilometers

(3,728 kilometers) of coastline.

The Sava River is the longest in Croatia, with a length of 562 kilometers (349 miles), followed by the

Drava and the Dunav. Vrana is Croatia's largest lake, covering 30.7 square kilometers (11.9 square

miles), but it's most famous body of water is Plitvice Lakes, a network of some sixteen small lakes
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and cascading waterfalls that has been designated one of Croatia's seven UNESCO World Heritage

Sites.

Regions or Major Cities

One surprising thing about Croatia is how culturally varied its regions are, despite their geographic

proximity. Each has its own customs, its own cuisine, and its own dialect. (Sometimes, one region

has multiple dialects!)

Officially, Croatia is composed of twenty-one counties, including the city of Zagreb, but these

divisions mostly serve administrative purposes. Its major cultural and geographic regions are

Slavonia, Zagorje, Gorski kotor, Kvarner, Istria, Lika, and Dalmatia, with Dalmatia being the most

familiar region internationally.

Zagreb is both Croatia's capital and its largest city, with a population of just under 800,000. Split,

on the Dalmatian coast, is the second largest city in Croatia, with a population of about 180,000,

and Rijeka, a port city in Kvarner, ranks third with a population of around 130,000.

Climate

Croatia has three major climatic regions. The eastern and northern regions, making up most of the

country, have a typical continental climate, with hot, humid summers and cold winters. The

mountainous, forested region of central Croatia has an alpine climate. The Adriatic coast has a

Mediterranean climate characterized by cool, rainy winters and hot, dry summers.

While Zagreb experiences gray winters, the coast is known for year-round sunshine, with some

islands getting more than 2,700 hours of sunshine per year.

Time Zone

Croatia is in the Central European Time Zone, one hour ahead of Greenwich Mean Time. Croatia

does observe Daylight Savings time, so it switches to Central European Summer Time from the last

Sunday of March to the last Sunday of October.

Zagreb

Zagreb is the capital of Croatia and its largest city. It is located in the northwest near Slovenia, and

it sits just south of the Medvednica Mountains at 122 meters above sea level. Some neighborhoods

situated on Medvednica's southern slopes are hilly, but overall the metropolitan area is flat.

To the south of the city center, the Sava River intersects the city. The neighborhoods south of the

Sava are collectively known as Novi Zagreb (New Zagreb).

Zagreb's population is about 800,000, but the entire metropolitan area numbers over one million,

so it's sometimes called the city with a million hearts. (Hearts are also a traditional symbol of

Zagreb.)
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Cityscape

The cultural and social center of the city is the main square, Trg bana Jelacica, the bustling

pedestrian zone just southwest of it, and a nearby network of city parks and cultural buildings. This

area of Zagreb, called Donji Grad, features colorful neo-baroque architecture common to Central

European cities that were once part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. Areas outside the center, and

especially in Novi Zagreb, are characterized by socialist-era apartment buildings and tower blocks.

There are few high-rise buildings in the city.

Residents of Zagreb enjoy a number of city parks and recreational areas, among them a botanical

garden in the city center, a sprawling park and zoo called Maksimir, which was the first public park

in Southeast Europe, and Jarun, a large manmade lake that draws picnickers, swimmers, joggers,

and clubbers alike.

Climate

Zagreb has a typical humid continental climate, with hot, humid summers and cold winters.

Snowfall is common during the winter months, while rain can fall throughout the year. Zagreb

averages 137 days of rain and 1,913 hours of sunshine annually, and the average temperature is

3.1 degrees Celsius (37.6 degrees Fahrenheit) in January and 26.7 degrees Celsius (80.1 degrees

Fahrenheit).

For up-to-date weather information, consult Vrijeme.net.

Districts

The Sava River divides Zagreb into two major zones. Historical Zagreb is located north of the

river, along with the city's cultural and administrative center. The area south of the river, known as

Novi Zagreb, is mostly residential and grew rapidly after World War II.

The city is officially divided into 17 districts, each with even smaller neighborhoods. Districts that

are important to know are:

Donji Grad (Lower Town) - This is the center of Zagreb, including significant landmarks like

the main square, the main train station, and the Croatian National Theater. Most of Zagreb's

museums, galleries, and cultural sights are located here.

Gornji Grad (Upper Town) - Gornji Grad is the name given to the area just north of the

main square, reaching into the foothills of Medvednica. Gradec and Kaptol, two

neighborhoods in this region, were the two historic medieval towns that eventually became

Zagreb. Today, the area is a popular among tourists for its museums and charming

architecture. Cultural sites include the Church of St. Mark, Lotrscak Tower, and the Zagreb

Cathedral.

Maksimir - The district of Maksimir is named after its sprawling park. Just across the street

from Maksimir Park is Maksimir Stadium, home to Dinamo Zagreb, the top football team in

the country. The central hub in Maksimir is Kvaternikov trg, a small square ringed with cafes

and shops.

Crnomerec - Located west of the center (Donji Grad), Crnomerec was historically an
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industrial area at the edge of the city. Today, it is mostly residential, though several

factories are located in the district, including the Zagreb brewery, Franck, and the Zagreb

brick factory. It's also home to Lauba, a contemporary art gallery housed in a former textile

mill.

Tresnjevka - Tresnjevka actually consists of two districts: north and south. The area is

home to eclectic shops, neighborhood cafes, and a mix of mid-century housing and new

apartment buildings. The heart of North Tresnjevka is Tresnjevacki plac, the open-air

market, along with nearby Stara Tresnjevka Park, and popular Lake Jarun is located in South

Tresnjevka.

Novi Zagreb - Novi Zagreb consists of two districts: east and west. The Museum of

Contemporary Art, Lake Bundek, and Hrelic flea market are all located in Novi Zagreb East,

along with numerous apartment buildings. Novi Zagreb West is mostly residential, but it is

home to the Zagreb Fair and the Zagreb Hippodrome.

History

Croatia

To say that Croatia has a complex history is an understatement. Over the centuries, it has

experienced multiple conflicts, alliances, changes in name, and changes in power.

Evidence of Croatia's earliest inhabitants was discovered in 1899 by professor Dragutin

Gorjanovic-Kramberger, who excavated a cave filled with over 900 fossilized human bones dating to

the Paleolithic age - some 125,000 years ago. The site, now part of the Neanderthal Museum in

Krapina, is considered the largest collection of Neanderthal artifacts found at a single location.

The Illyrians settled modern-day Istria and Dalmatia, along with Pannonia (which roughly

corresponds to modern-day Slavonia) by at least the 4

th

century BC. They remained in control of the

area until just after the Illyrian Wars, from 229 BC to 168 BC, when the Romans conquered the

region. Roman rule is evidenced by grand structures such as Diocletian's Palace, built in Split in 305

AD as the emperor's retirement palace, and the Arena, a well-preserved Roman amphitheater in

Pula.  

Croats likely invaded the area between the 6

th

and 7

th

centuries, after the fall of the Roman Empire

in the 5

th

century, though scholars disagree on the exact date of their arrival. During the early 9

th

century, two duchies were established: the Duchy of Pannonia and the Duchy of Dalmatia, which

was under Byzantine control. At around the same time, Christianity was introduced among the

Croats as a result of the arrival of Charlemagne's army in 800 AD.

Pannonia and Dalmatia were united in 925 under Tomislav, who was crowned king and recognized

by the pope, establishing the medieval Kingdom of Croatia. It remained more or less independent

over the next century or so, though Venice and Hungary made attempts to gain Dalmatia. In 1102,

Croatia joined Hungary under King Koloman, though whether this arrangement was forced or not

remains a point of contention.

After Koloman's death in 1116, Venice once again moved in on Dalmatia and Istria, and despite
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Hungary's attempts to regain the coast, it would remain in Venice's power for the next 700 years.

This is why, in many coastal towns, a lion (the symbol of the Republic of Venice) stands over

doorways and city gates. Venice ruled harshly, stripping the region of natural resources and

pushing the local population close to starvation.

During this time, Croatia was also subjected to increasing Ottoman attacks. In 1527, Ferdinand I of

the Hapsburgs became the ruler of Croatia on the condition that he would protect the country and

respect their historic rights, but by the end of the 16th century, only a small region including

Zagreb, Karlovac, and Varaždin remained in the hands of the Hapsburgs. The ruins of several

military fortifications in this area attest to Croatia's role as a buffer between Austria and the

Ottoman Empire.

Regaining the conquered land was slow going, and it was not until the end of the 17th century that

the Ottoman Empire relinquished control of Hungary and much of Croatia with the Treaty of

Sremski Karlovci. Croatia subsequently experienced relative stability under Empress Maria Theresa,

though part of it was under Austria' jurisdiction while Slavonia was placed in Hungary' control.

 Napolean conquered Venice in 1797, and he initially handed Dalmatia over to Austria, only to take

it over once more in 1805. He called the region "Illyria," hinting at its ancient inhabitants, and

quickly established reforms to revive the impoverished area.

In 1815, after Napoleon's empire fell, Austria once more claimed Dalmatia. Meanwhile, in Slavonia,

stirring nationalist sentiments would eventually give rise to the so-called Illyrian Movement in the

1830s.

Spearheaded by some of Croatia' most significant intellectuals - among them, Ljudevit Gaj, Ivan

Mažuranic, and Petar Preradovic - the Illyrian Movement celebrated Croatian culture and heritage

and promoted South Slavic unification in the face of increasing Magyarization.

In 1848, the Austrian Empire errupted in revolutions, including an attempt by Hungary to gain

independence. Hoping to regain some freedom from the heavy-handed rule of Hungary, Croatia

sided with Austria. Eventually Austria regained control of the empire and failed to heed Croatia'

requests for increased autonomy.

In 1867, the Austro-Hungarian empire was created and Croatia and Slavonia were both placed

under Hungary' jurisdiction, while Dalmatia remained controled by Austria.

With the collapse of the Austro-Hungarian empire near the end World War I, Croatia declared its

independence. After Italy seized several Dalmatian towns, including Pula and Zadar, however,

Croatia quickly joined Serbia and Slovenia in the establishment the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and

Slovenes, recognizing that it was in danger of once more being controled by larger powers.

A new consitution in 1921 called for centralized power in Belgrade, increasing unrest among the

Croatian Peasant Party, lead by Stjepan Radic, who advocated for a federal democracy. Radic was

mortally wounded by an assassination attempt in 1928.

In 1929, King Alexander I declared himself dictator of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia. In response, Ante

Pavelic established the Ustaše Croatian Liberation Movement and founded training camps in Italy,
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where his party plotted the violent reinstatement of an independent state.

In 1934, the Ustaše succeeded in assassinating Alexander I with the help of the Internal

Macedonian Revolutionary Organization, setting the stage for the German invasion of Yugoslavia in

April 1941. Germany immediately established the Independent State of Croatia, a Nazi puppet

state, and put the Ustaše into power. Under Pavelic, the Ustaše established extermination camps

where large numbers of Jews, Serbs, Roma, and political prisoners were systematically killed.

The Ustaše regime was unpopular in many regions of Croatia, and many Croats increasingly turned

to the emerging leadership of Josip Broz Tito, who fought the fascist regime with his Partisan army.

Tito eventually gained the support of the Allied powers and, on October 20, 1944, entered Belgrade

with his army and was named prime minister.

The Ustaše fled upon Germany's surrender in 1945. In a series of events known as the Bleiburg

repatriations, thousands of NDH soldiers and civilians hoping to flee Yugoslavia were instead turned

back and subsequently killed. The specifics surrounding these events and the number of victims is

contested, but most estimates range from 20,000 to 60,000, including the civilians who retreated

either voluntarily or by force.

Tito regained control of Dalmatia and Istria (which compelled much of their Italian population to

emigrate), and Croatia formed Yugoslavia together with Macedonia, Serbia, Montenegro, and

Bosnia and Herzegovina. Under communism, Tito was successful in keeping the peace among these

different ethnic groups, but to do so, he went to great lengths to eliminate any opposition. Many

people, however, remember this time as one of stability and ease of living.

Eventually, though, Croatia became dissatisfied with some of Tito's policies, and intellectual

leaders, along with student groups, soon began calling for economic reforms and greater autonomy

during a movement called the "Croatian Spring." Tito responded by jailing his opponents, while

many others went into exile.

In 1974, a new constitution was introduced that gave increased autonomy to the individual

republics of Yugoslavia, but nationalistic tensions remained. In 1980, Tito died and left the country

in an economic depression. Nationalistic stirrings began to resurface, with rising tensions and

occasional violence erupting between Serbia and Croatia in early 1991.

On June 25, 1991, Croatia declared its independence from Yugoslavia. For the next four years,

Croatia would fight for its autonomy in the Croatian War for Independence. The United Nations

recognized Croatia as an independent nation in January 1992, but it would be almost four more

years until the war officially ended. Over the course of the war, many of Croatia's cities were

destroyed, notably Vukovar and Dubrovnik. The latter has since been almost entirely rebuilt. The

total number of deaths on both sides is estimated to be 20,000.

Croatia has struggled to regain lost economic ground since the war. However, next to Slovenia,

Croatia has the strongest economy of the former Yugoslav republics. Its tourist industry is once

again thriving, and the number of annual visitors has recently surpassed pre-war figures.

Croatia applied for European Union membership in 2003. In a 2012 referendum, 66% of participants

voted in favor of its EU accession, and Croatia became member on July 1, 2013. 
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Zagreb

Historic Zagreb was in fact not one city, but two, situated on neighboring hills. Kaptol was a clerical

settlement first mentioned in 1094 when a diocese was established there. A nearby town called

Gradec only began to grow after the Mongol invasion of 1242, when tax breaks established to

rejuvenate the area attracted merchants and artisans.

The two towns constantly quarreled, and disagreements often ended in violence that easily crossed

the small stream (now Tkalciceva Street) that ran between them. To this day in Zagreb, a side

street between the modern neighborhoods of Gradec and Kaptol reminds us of these two medieval

settlements. It's called Krvavi most, or "Bloody Bridge."

Eventually, the two towns put aside their differences, realizing that they would be stronger and

more resistant to threats such as the advancing Ottoman army if they weren't at war themselves.

As one of the few cities still standing in the face of the Ottoman onslaught, Zagreb became the

capital of Croatia, though the government to move to Varazdin from 1756 to 1776.

During the 18

th

century, Zagreb began to develop as an economic center, and the main square,

now Trg bana Jelacica, became a bustling site of commerce. The city experienced continued growth

during the 19

th

century with the development of industry and the building of a railroad linking it

with Vienna and Budapest, and the establishment of various cultural and educational institutions.

Zagreb saw another period of significant industrial growth in the 20

th

century between the World

Wars. During World War II, Zagreb served as the capital of the Independent State of Croatia headed

by Ante Pavelic, however the majority of the city supported Tito and the Partisan army.

With the establishment of Yugoslavia, Zagreb became the capital of the Socialist Republic of

Croatia. During this time, the area of the city south of the Sava River, known as Novi Zagreb,

rapidly expanded with the building of socialist housing.

In 1991, Croatia declared its independence with Zagreb as its capital. The city suffered several

attacks during the Croatian War for Independence, but was left relatively unscathed.

Today, Zagreb is a hotbed of social and cultural activity, hosting numerous festivals, events, and

exhibitions, and known for its lively café culture.

Politics

Croatia

Croatia's official name is the Republic of Croatia. Its government is a unitary democratic

parliamentary republic whose powers are separated into three branches: legislative, executive, and

judicial.

Legislative

Legislative power falls with the Sabor, or Croatian Parliament, a body of representatives elected to
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four-year terms. The Sabor, led by a president and at least one vice president, must have between

100 and 160 representatives elected by popular vote; currently, there are 151 representatives. The

duties of the Sabor include enacting and amending the constitution, passing laws, adopting the

state budget, and deciding on war, peace, and strategies for national security, and supervising the

actions of the Government of the Republic of Croatia in conformity with constitutional law.

Executive

Executive power lies with the President of the Republic of Croatia and the Government of the

Republic of Croatia. The president's duties include representing the Republic of Croatia at home

and abroad, ensuring the stability of state power, and defending the independence of the Republic

of Croatia. The president is elected by popular vote to a five-year term and cannot serve more than

two terms. The current president is Kolinda Grabar-Kitarović, who was elected in 2015.

The Government of the Republic of Croatia is responsible for exercising executive power in

accordance with constitutional law. Its duties include proposing laws to the Croatian parliament,

proposing the state budget, conducting foreign and internal politics, enabling economic growth, and

expanding public services. The Government consists of the Prime Minister, appointed by the

President of the Republic, and one or more Deputy Prime Ministers and Ministers. All government

appointments must be counter-signed by the Chairman of the Croatian Parliament. The current

prime minister is Zoran Milanovic, who was elected in 2011.

Judicial

The three-tiered judicial system consists of a Supreme Court that rules on constitutional matters,

county courts, and municipal courts.

Ministries

There are sixteen ministries within the Government of Croatia. A full list with contact information

can be found on the official government website.

It's especially important for foreigners to be familiar with the Ministry of Interior, which deals with

issues of security as well as the issuance of travel documents and visas.

Political Parties

Croatia has a multi-party system, with the Social Democratic Party of Croatia (SDP) and the

Croatian Democratic Union (HDZ) as the two largest parties.

Zagreb

Zagreb, as the capital of Croatia, is also its administrative center. St. Mark's Square in Upper Town

(Gornji Grad) is home to the Croatian Parliament and the Government of Croatia.

Zagreb City Hall is located in Lower Town (Donji Grad) at Trg Stjepana Radica 1. The City of Zagreb,
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as an administrative entity, operates at a local and regional level. The City Administration is

comprised of the City Assembly as a representative body of elected officials and the Mayor as an

executive body. The current major of Zagreb is Milan Bandic, elected in 2005.

The City Administration is further divided into 19 specialized administrative offices. A full list of city

offices and their contacts is available on the official website of the city of Zagreb.

Economy

Croatia

Croatia's economy is largely dependent on the service industry, which comprises about 70% of the

total GDP. In 2013, Croatia's GDP was 13,597 USD per capita.

Historically, Croatia's economy was based on agriculture. After WWII, it experienced rapid industrial

growth, but much of its profit was distributed to less economically prosperous parts of Yugoslavia.

After Tito's death in 1980 Yugoslavia experienced hyperinflation, and Croatia's economy suffered

significant blows due to the Croatian War for Independence in the 1990s. However, Croatia was

noted for its significant economic growth among countries in Southeast Europe until the global

financial crisis. Croatia's leaders have since struggled to maintain economic stability.

Unemployment rates in Croatia continue to rise, hitting about 17% in 2014.

However, 2012 was a great year for Croatia in terms of tourism. The coast saw some 11 million

visitors who generated 6.4 billion Euros in revenue - up 5.3 % from last year and accounting for

about 20% of Croatia's GDP. Croatia is consistently ranked as one of the top tourist destinations in

the world.

Industry makes up about 25% of the GDP. Shipbuilding is the dominant industrial activity,

generating annual exports of over €1 billion. Agriculture, including exports of wine, olive oil, and

lavender, accounts for 5% of Croatia's economic output. Of Croatia's 1.3 million hectares of

agricultural land currently in use, fruit and olive groves cover 52,000 hectares, while vineyards,

82% of which are family owned, cover 34,000 hectares.

Fishing is also an important industry in Croatia, with over 40 fish-processing companies that

produce some 18,000 tons of fish products annually. Tuna exported to the Japanese market

accounts for around 66% of the total fish export.

Trade is an important sector of Croatia's market economy, and all laws regarding international

trade follow WTO rules. Additionally, Croatia is a member of the European Union since July 2013,

which will relax trade regulations between Croatia and other EU member states.

Croatia is open to foreign investors. The United States and Croatia have a bilateral investment

treaty and investment protection agreement. Detailed information for foreign investors is available

on the official website of the Croatian Chamber of Economy.

Croatia has its own currency: the kuna. Croatia should remain on the kuna for the next few years

instead of adopting the euro immediately to allow its economy to strengthen.
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Zagreb

Zagreb is the economic center of Croatia, generating 31.4% of the country's GDP. The largest

industry in Zagreb is wholesale and retail commerce and motor vehicle and motorcycle repair,

accounting for 38.8% of the city's revenue, followed by manufacturing, at 20.6%. Most of Croatia's

industrial and service sector is clustered in Zagreb. Other notable industries include information

and communication, and electricity and gas supply. Professional, scientific, and technical activities

account for just 5% of the city's revenue.

Tourism is on the rise in Zagreb, though it attracts nowhere near the number of tourists that visit

the Adriatic coast. Last year, tourist arrivals in Zagreb accounted for only 6% of the country's total

arrivals.

Compared to the rest of Croatia and other Eastern European countries, Zagreb offers better

economic opportunities and a higher salary. However, average salaries for the city are still well

below most Western European cities. The average net salary in Zagreb was 827 Euro (1105 USD) in

September 2012 compared with the country's average of 709 Euro (947 USD).
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Find a Job

1. How to look for work

2. Volunteer abroad, Gap year

3. Summer, seasonal and short term jobs

4. Internship abroad

5. Au Pair
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How to look for work

Croatian Job Market

Currently, the job market in Croatia is not particularly promising. High unemployment rates coupled

with strict regulations regarding the hire of foreign nationals makes finding legal work in Croatia

challenging.

However, with perseverance and special skills, it is possible to find work in Croatia. Native speakers

of foreign languages, including English, are in high demand and often find work as teachers,

proofreaders, or editors. Foreigners also sometimes find work at universities or in tourism. 

Resume / CV

When applying for a job or inquiring about employment positions, always send a resume or a CV.

Though a CV is more commonly used in Croatia, resumes are also accepted.

Resume- brief overview of work and educational experience. Prominent in the US when

applying for employment. Typically one page.

CV (curriculum vitae) - more in-depth look at work and educational experience. Prominent

in Europe, the Middle East and Asia. Typically two or more pages.

For more information about the differences between the two, read the EasyExpat article "CV vs.

Résumé".

Layout

The CV should contain:

Contact Information: Relevant personal contact information at the top of the page

including: name, phone number, address, and email address.

Professional Experience: Usually this information is listed chronologically. List your work

experience with: your title, the name of the company you worked for, the dates of your

employment, and a brief description of your achievements in that job.

Education: If you are still in school or are a recent graduate with little work experience

related to the position, list this section first. Make sure to provide the name of the school or

university and the degree you received.

Certificates, Publications, and Grants: Devote sections to certificates for pertinent

courses, seminars, congresses conferences you have participated in; published articles or

books; or grants received. You may also dedicate a section to professional awards and

honors.

Languages: This is extremely important for an international job. List which languages you

speak and your level (i.e. advanced, intermediate or beginner). Point out if you can

translate, speak, or write in each language and list any associated degrees. If you are

submitting your resume in English and it is not your first language, be sure to have a native

speaker read it first. Punctuation and grammar are extremely important.

Related Skills: Programs, applications, word processing, database, social networking or
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online publishing experience, etc.

Tips

Write in a concise, straightforward style. Use standard paper and a simple font, such as

Times New Roman (12-point font).

Be neat. Pay attention to appearance and format. Check your spelling.

Make sure that key information is easy to find.

You don't need to date or sign your CV.

Create one basic CV that you can adjust to each job you are applying for.

Print original copies on high quality paper - don't send photocopies.

If you are sending your CV via email, make sure to send a PDF file.

Cover Letter

A cover letter, also known as a covering letter, motivation letter, or letter of motivation, usually

accompanies your CV in a job application. It establishes your tone and intent and introduces you to

potential employers.

Format

Header - The header includes the applicant's name and address, the recipient' name and

address, the date sent, and a salutation addressing the recipient (e.g., "Dear Hiring

Managers").

Introduction - The introduction states the specific position desired and should catch the

employer' eye.

Body - The body explains why you are interested in the job and would be of value to the

employer. You may refer to and expand upon information from your CV, but do not simply

repeat your credentials. Instead, relate them to the position.

Closing - The closing concludes the letter, briefly restating reasons the employer should

hire you. You may invite the employer to contact you and state that you look forward to

speaking with him or her. End the letter with a valediction ("Sincerely") and your signature.

If you are applying for a job via email, note that the cover letter may be sent as an attachment or

pasted directly into the body of your email. Check the job posting for submission preferences.

Job Search

Searching for a job in Croatia, as in most other countries, requires a lot of time and patience. There

are many ways to go about finding a job, including contacting recruitment agencies or potential

employers directly, looking for leads on online forums, and searching classifieds sites. Word of

mouth is also a powerful tool in Croatia, so start making local contacts immediately.

Search Engines

Search engines such as Moj Posao and Posao allow you to keyword search job listings in Croatia and

set up email alerts when new positions are posted. You can also post your CV online for hiring
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managers to see.

The classifieds websites Plavi oglasnik and Njuškalo are also great resources for anyone looking for

a job in Croatia, though the ads are usually in Croatian and can be tedious to sift through.

EURES

EURES is a resource that facilitates mobility between EU member states. It provides information

about job vacancies, living and working conditions, and a CV posting service.

However, though Croatia is slated to join the EU in June 2013, it could take several years for job

seekers to be able to move freely between Croatia and other EU member states. This transitional

period may last up to seven years.

EURAXESS

EURAXESS is an international initiative that supports European and non-European researchers

hoping to find research careers in Europe. Croatia is one of 38 member countries. Available

research positions are posted online.

Forums

Expat and social forums, such as Easy Expat's Croatia forum, are another resource for job seekers.

EasyExpat's LinkedIn group is another place to research options and share information.

Newspaper

Newspapers are actually not a popular resource for job listings. It's better to browse the classifieds

sites such as Njuškalo and Moj Posao listed above.

Recruitment Agencies

Though some recruitment agencies may not be able to help foreigners obtain jobs in Croatia, it is

worth inquiring if you want extra help. Recruitment agencies include:

Electus

Antal International

Selectio

Croatian Employment Service

Networking

One of the best things you can do is network. Start making friends and professional contacts

immediately. Once they get to know a bit more about you and your skills, they will generally be

happy to endorse you, and a personal endorsement can take you far in Croatia.
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Don't be afraid to go ahead and contact companies or organizations that interest you. Unsolicited

contact is welcome and generally warmly received. Businesses are often delighted when foreigners

take an interest in their activities, and they are impressed by initiative. Even if they aren't hiring,

they might suggest some valuable leads.

Teaching English

Teaching English is a great way to find work in Croatia. Though a large number of the population

speaks English, Croatians recognize the value of having a good grasp of English and are generally

interested in improving their language skills.

Schools

There are several language schools throughout the country and most are interested in hiring native

speakers. Many don't require ESL teaching certification, and prior teaching experience is not always

necessary. A solid grasp of the language, of course, is.

The application process varies from school to school. The best way to find out about available

positions is to simply start contacting schools in the city where you would like to live. Sending an

inquiry email along with your CV is usually sufficient. If the school is interested in you, they might

ask you to come for an interview.

Keep in mind, though, that many language schools will not be able officially hire you, due to current

laws on hiring foreigners. They may offer to take you on as a "volunteer" and then pay you cash

under the table. Though this arrangement is common, keep in mind that it is illegal.

If you get the job, you might find yourself teaching anything from conversation classes to test

preparation classes. The teaching method and style might vary from school to school. Some

teachers work at two schools or also give private lessons.

If you have excellent academic and professional credentials, consider seeking a position at one of

Croatia's universities, where you might have more support in obtaining a visa and other benefits.

Private Classes

It is also an option to give private lessons. Again, this is common practice, but technically illegal if

you do not have a work permit. Giving private lessons is usually more profitable per hour, but may

require more work finding customers.

A great way to find private students is to post an advertisement on Moje Instruckije, a site

dedicated specifically to academic classifieds. Another option, if you are already in Croatia, is to

post flyers near university buildings where students will see them.

Teaching Certificates

TESOL (also known as TEFL) is the acronym for Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages. A

TESOL certificate is the most common qualification required to teach English abroad. There are a
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wide variety of TESOL courses available, ranging from 4-week intensive, classroom based TESOL

courses with TEFL International, to TESOL courses studied online. It is even possible to combine a

period of online study with a shorter classroom based course. In addition to standard TESOL

certificate courses there are also more specialized courses such as courses for teaching business

English, or teaching English to young learners. There is also the more advanced TESOL diploma

course.

If you are a native speaker and demonstrate a sound knowledge of English grammar, you might not

need a teaching certificate to teach in Croatia. Many schools don't require one. However, having a

teaching certificate will likely give you an advantage over a candidate who does not.

Interview

When applying for a job in Croatia, you may be asked to interview for a position, but don't be

surprised if instead you are invited for a more casual conversation over coffee. Croatians love their

coffee dates, and important business unfolds over coffee. They also give you and your potential

employer to get to know each other in a more casual context, to see if you could work well

together. Keep in mind, though, that in many ways a coffee date is still an interview, so you don't

want to be too casual.

You may offer to pay the bill, but customarily your potential employer will, since he or she invited

you.

Whether you are meeting for coffee or going in for an actual interview, the same rules generally

apply:

Do your homework. Research the company and its mission.

Dress neatly and conservatively.

Arrive on time.

Bring your CV, business card, and copies of any certificates, just in case.

Ask questions. Demonstrate your knowledge and interest.

Thank the interviewer for their time.

Temporary Agencies

If you are in need of short-term work of any kind, you might try contacting the recruitment agencies

listed above, as several also offer assistance in finding temporary positions that relate to your skills.

As an added bonus, sometimes short-term work can lead to longer contract.

Electus

Antal International

Selectio

Croatian Employment Service

Work Visas & Permits
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To legally work in the Croatia, foreigners must obtain either a work or business permit, except in

the cases outlined in The Aliens Act that allow foreigners in certain positions to work without a

business or work permit.

There is a quota for work permits issued in Croatia, established annually by The Government of the

Republic of Croatia, meaning that there is a limited number of work permits available. Once that

limit has been reached, it's very difficult for more permits to be issued.

A business permit may be granted to private founders of companies in Croatia or foreigners who

have at least 51% share in a company that carries out business in Croatia, sole proprietors who

have registered their business in Croatia, foreigners engaged in freelancing in line with the

regulations of the Republic of Croatia, and foreigners providing services on behalf of a foreign

employer.

In addition to applying for a work or business permit, foreigners planning to live and work in Croatia

must apply for a temporary stay visa.

Refer to "Passport & Visa" section of the guide for full details.

Volunteer abroad, Gap year

What is a Volunteer Job?

Volunteer service contributes to the well-being of an individual and the community and is usually

coordinated by a non-profit or public sector organization. These positions rarely offer any salary or

wage, but in some cases offer accommodation or other benefits in exchange for work. Volunteering

internationally offers a unique perspective into local culture, a chance to work with people from

around the world, and unparalleled experiences.

Volunteering in Croatia

Volunteering is an excellent way to spend your time in Croatia, as there is a range of volunteer

activities available at several different locations, from urban to rural, on the coast and in the

mountains. Although unpaid, some volunteer positions offer perks like free room and board or

unpaid entry to concerts and festivals.

The application process varies largely and depends on the organization. Sometimes an email is

enough; sometimes a formal application is required, along with some kind of deposit. Application

deadlines also depend on the organization.

Technically, foreign nationals are not allowed to volunteer on a regular tourist visa. Instead, a visa

that permits volunteer work must be acquired. Some organizations may assist with visa acquisition.

It's wise to discuss the best course of action with the organization directly.

Programs

Croatia offers several unique volunteer opportunities such as:
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Eco-Center Caput Insulae

Eco-Center Caput Insulae, located on the island of Cres, is dedicated to the rescue and care of

Eurasian griffins. The sanctuary also runs an interpretation center with three exhibitions and an

educational program. In the past, volunteers were welcome to help out from March until the end of

October, but currently, the sanctuary is reorganizing all of its programs. For updated information on

volunteering, visit their website.

Kuterevo Bear Sanctuary

The tiny town of Kuterevo, located beyond Velebit Mountain towards the Adriatic, is home to bears

that lost their mothers when they were young. Volunteers run the sanctuary and in return are

provided with housing in the center of the village. For more information about volunteering at

Kuterevo, check out the sanctuary's blog.

Events and festivals

Croatia is notorious for being home to a slew of summertime music and film festivals. The success

of many of these festivals is due to large numbers of volunteers that want to help out and get in on

the action. In the past, music festivals such as Terraneo, Outlook, and Dimensions, as well as

Motovun film festival have all welcomed volunteers.

Some festival volunteers are repaid for their work with free festival entry; sometimes, free

accommodation and food is also offered. It's best to check with the organizers of the festival that

interests you for specific information.

Volonterski centar Zagreb

Volonterski center Zagreb is a non-governmental, non-profit organization that aims to promote

volunteering and make volunteer opportunities more accessible. VCZ organizes long and short-term

volunteer opportunities in Zagreb and elsewhere in Croatia and coordinates international volunteer

exchanges. Several opportunities in various categories are listed on the VCZ website, but

English-language information is limited. It's a good idea to contact VCZ directly for up-to-date

information on volunteer positions.

WWOOF Independents

WWOOF is a well-known organization that connects volunteers with organic farmers looking for

extra help. Some countries have their own national WWOOF organizations, but Croatia is one of 42

countries listed with WWOOF independents. WWOOF volunteers work for free, often in exchange for

room and board. Descriptions of available opportunities are available on online. EasyExpat's "How

To WWOOF around the World" can help you understand the program.

For even more volunteer opportunities, you might also look at our other articles on Summer Jobs

and Internship abroad in this section.
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The European Voluntary Service (EVS)

The European Voluntary Service is a European Union program that offers young people (between 18

and 30) the opportunity to work as a volunteer for six to twelve months in a non-profit project

abroad. The European Commission covers most travel costs, insurance (health, accident, public

liability) and provides a monthly allowance.

How to proceed: Find a sending organization that will assist you through the process (you can find

contacts through your National Agency, your National Coordinator or international volunteer

organizations). Start contacting potential host organizations through your sending organization. Be

patient and start your search as soon as possible. While there are many potential host

organizations, sometimes it can be challenging to find one that is able to host you during the dates

you are available.

There are several EVS accredited organizations in Croatia. All of them are listed online with detailed

descriptions about possible volunteer positions.

Insurance Abroad

Many volunteer programs also handle visa arrangements and include insurance coverage in their

program fees or as part of their compensation. If they do not, you will need to shop around for rates

and coverage. Ask for a letter of introduction and prepare to shop around for best rates and

coverage. Consult our section on "International healthcare & Medical Insurance" to find out more

about your options.

Summer, seasonal and short term jobs

Job Hunting in Croatia

It is currently very difficult for a foreigner to obtain a work permit and find legal work in Croatia, due

to rising unemployment rates and regulations on the hiring of non-citizens. Potential employers

must make a case for hiring a foreigner instead of a citizen, and the process can be time consuming

and complex. However, some employers opt to illegally "hire" foreigners and pay them under the

table.

There are, however, some exceptions that allow foreigners to work without a work permit. Some of

these are particularly suited to short-term and seasonal work. For example, individuals working in

some sectors of tourism may work in Croatia without a permit for less than 90 days a year. A full list

of exceptions is provided by the Ministry of the Interior.

There are many possibilities for seasonal summer work, due to Croatia's booming tourism industry,

including cruise ships, charter sailing companies, restaurants, hotels, and guided excursions

organized by local and foreign touring companies.

Again, it's difficult to secure employment in Croatia, but not impossible. Though search engines

produce occasional listings for summer jobs, directly contacting potential employers can yield

better results. Do some research, pick out some companies you are interested in working for, and
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send them a professional email along with your CV.

Be sure to highlight knowledge of any foreign languages. The coast attracts large numbers of

guests from Italy, Germany, Austria, and the Czech Republic in addition to Australia, England, the

U.S., and Canada.

Search Engines

There are several classifieds-type websites that list job openings in Croatia. One of these, Moj Posao

, is specifically for job searches and even has an English language site. Most of the job listings will

still be in Croatian, but some will be in English if the employer is looking for English fluency.

Other popular job search sites include Njuškalo and Plavi oglasnik. Both of these websites are in

Croatian.

You can also browse job listings on EasyExpat.

EURES

EURES is a resource that facilitates mobility between EU member states. It provides information

about job vacancies, living and working conditions, and a CV posting service.

However, though Croatia is slated to join the EU in June 2013, it could take several years for job

seekers to be able to move freely between Croatia and other EU member states. This transitional

period may last up to seven years.

Forums

Participating in expat forums is a great way to find job leads and get career-related advice from

other foreigners living in Croatia. There are many active and seasoned users on the Visit Croatia

Forum who are happy to assist newcomers.

You can also share information on EasyExpat' forum.

Newspaper

Newspapers are actually not a popular resource for job listings in Croatia. It's better to browse the

classifieds sites such as Njuškalo and Moj Posao listed above.

Common Positions 

Teaching English or other foreign languages at a language school, proofreading and editing copy,

and caregiving are all common entry-level positions for expats in Croatia.

Teaching Foreign/English Language
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Teaching English is a great way to find work in Croatia, as there are several language schools

throughout the country and most are interested in hiring native speakers. Many don't require ESL

teaching certification, and prior teaching experience is not always necessary. A solid grasp of the

language, of course, is.

However, laws currently require Croatian companies to hire a certain number of Croatian nationals

for each foreign employee. This is a difficult situation for small language schools that want to hire

native speakers. Their solution is to take on foreign "volunteers" and pay them cash under the

table. Though this arrangement is common, keep in mind that it is illegal.

Some foreigners offer private lessons in English or another foreign language instead of working for

a school. Rates per school hour (45 minutes) range from 50 to 100+ kuna. Sift through ads on

Njuškalo, Oglasnik, and Moj Instrukcije to find out what other people are charging. Again, this is

common practice, but technically illegal if you do not have a work permit.

Student Employment Contract

An employment contract is standard for any working environment and in the case of student or

short-term work; a student employment contract may be used. This usually establishes the duration

and terms of the employment. A formal student work contract is not mandatory (it is possible to

sign a standard employee contract instead), but may have additional benefits for a student

position.

Even foreigners who are not students should be familiar with student contracts in Croatia, as they

are sometimes used to pay non-students for small jobs. Basically, the company will pay a student

through a student contract who will then pay you for your work, minus a small "service" fee.

Though this is common practice, be aware that it is not legal.

Discount Cards

ISIC (International Student Identity Card) - Offers full-time students 12 years and older discounts on

travel rates, accommodation, shopping, entertainment, and inexpensive international phone calls.

All cards issued in the U.S. include travel insurance that covers medical expenses. A passport-sized

photo is required and the card costs about $25 and is valid for up to 16 months, depending on the

country of issue. You can buy the card online or at several locations in Croatia.

IYTC (International Youth Travel Card) - The counterpart to ISIC for travelers under 26 who aren't

enrolled in school, this card offers a smaller range of youth travel discounts. The associated ITIC

(International Teacher Identity Card) offers similar discounts for full-time teachers.

ISE Card (International Student Exchange Card) - An internationally recognized identification card

with thousands of discounts in over 80 countries, it is valid for one year from the date of issue.

Students of any age are eligible, as well as faculty members and young adults from 12-25. The

price is $25 and you can purchase it online. However, currently only two businesses in Croatia offer

ISE discounts.

Work Visa
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Currently, a work permit is required for all foreign nationals who want to work in Croatia. Keep in

mind that Croatia is slated for EU accession in June 2013, so laws pertaining to the employment of

foreigners will be changing over the next few months, but details are not yet clear.

For more information on visas, consult the section on "Passport and Visas".

You will find information on voluntary jobs or internship abroad in our other articles in

this section.

 

Internship abroad

Internships are an excellent tool for advancing your skills in a field of interest. These positions help

young adults find a career path, test their aptitude for certain kinds of work, and further develop

their resume or CV. Internships are almost always unpaid as the intern is gaining skills and

experience. It is critical to find the good match so that the relationship is beneficial to both intern

and company. Full-time students are great candidates for internships because they are still

developing their professional skills, and the academic calendar often allows them to intern between

terms.

You may search for internships abroad yourself or work with a company that organizes internships.

Universities also commonly arrange internships for its students.

Internships in Croatia

Internships are available in almost any field. As Croatia's capital and economic center, Zagreb

offers many opportunities for professional development. Students interested in the tourist industry

might also consider securing an internship on the coast, in Dalmatia or in Istria.

Search for Internships

Online

There are online search engines to help you find an internship:

Go Abroad

Go Overseas

Study Abroad

It is also possible to directly contact organizations and businesses of interest. For example, students

pursuing political careers often intern at their embassy in Zagreb, and the United Nations

Development Programme offers internships to recent graduates of social welfare, business,

economics, and environmental studies. Cultural institutions often offer internships to students

studying art, history, or anthropology.
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Research your area of interest, compile a list of institutions that interest you, and send an inquiry

along with your CV.

Newspaper

As mentioned in the section on job hunting, newspapers are not a great resource for professional

classifieds. Instead, browse listings on classifieds sites such as Plavi oglasnik, Njuškalo, and Moj

Posao for jobs and internships.

Networking

In Croatia, as elsewhere, being well connected can take you far professionally. Join professional

networking sites, such as Linkedin, and participate in local expat forums. Start contacting local

businesses and institutions that you're interested in. Even if they cannot offer you an internship,

they might be able to put you in touch with a colleague or give you useful leads.

Programs

There are several companies that help applicants secure internships abroad; however, very few of

these offer internships in Croatia. If you would like assistance with finding an internship, as well as

access to a number of internship positions, consider becoming a member of AIESEC. AIESEC is the

largest youth-run organization in the world and offers internships in over 113 countries. Croatia has

five AIESEC local committees, located in Osijek, Rijeka, Varaždin, Split, and Zagreb.

Visa

If hired through an agency, the agency usually guides the intern through the process of obtaining a

visa. Otherwise, it is best to discuss your options directly with the organization or institution where

you will intern.

For more information on visas, consult the section on "Passport and Visas."

Au Pair

An au pair lives with a family and takes care of their children. The arrangement is mutually

beneficial, as the au pair is typically provided with accommodation, meals, and spending money in

addition to cultural experiences, while the family gains a caretaker for their children and member of

the family. Expats may either work as au pairs or employ them.

Au Pair in Croatia

Being an au pair is not as common in Croatia as it is in other European countries. Few families seek

caretakers on popular au pair websites, as they often seek caretakers locally or on a more personal

level, through recommendations from friends and family.

There are no standard regulations that pertain to the relationship between the au pair and family,
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and there are no agencies to help you with the process.

Some expats in Croatia find work as caregivers or nannies (who may or may not live with the

family) after they come to Croatia.

What the au pair must know

There are not any au pair agencies that specialize in bringing foreign au pairs to Croatia,

meaning you must search for host families on your own, through forums, classifieds websites, or

self-serve internet portals.

Typically, families want their au pair to:

Be conversant in English (or dominant language)

Be between 18-27 years old

Have a High School diploma or equivalent

Be able to commit to at least a 6 month placement

Have at least 6 months child care experience

Be able to provide references regarding your experience and character

In addition to these requirements, it is common for families to ask for non-smoking, female au

pairs who have a driver' license. Many au pair families prefer native English speakers.

What the family has to do

Again, there are is no standard for au pairing in Croatia, so the au pair and the family must come to

terms of agreement on their own.

Traditionally, the family is expected to welcomes the au pair as an important part of the family,

ensuring that:

The au pair has her own bedroom.

The au pair will work to a maximum of 40 hours per week with a minimum 2 days off during

the week.

The au pair is not treated like a servant. Au pairs may be asked to do some housework as

agreed upon in the contract.

The au pair will receive assistance finding medical attention, if necessary.

The au pair receives some sort of allowance.

You may look for a nanny or au pair in EasyExpat' job listings. You can also ask questions and find

advice on the forums or network. Another great way to find a nanny for your expat family is to

contact your embassy. They might have a list of caretakers that the embassy community knows

and trusts.

Visa
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Croatia does not offer a specific au pair visa. You may either apply for a temporary stay visa and

work permit, or the family may offer to pay you "under the table," meaning that you likely won't

have any sort of official contract or legal right to the money you earn.

It's best to communicate with your potential host family to determine what they have in mind and if

they are willing to assist you with the visa process.

For more information on visas, consult the section on "Passport and Visas."
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Departure

1. Preparing for your move

2. Customs and import

3. Passport, Visa & Permits

4. International Removal Companies
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Preparing for your move

Preparing to go abroad includes securing important documents, making copies, and a lot of

planning. Ideally, you should make 3 copies of your passport, visas, and other important paperwork.

Keep one with you, one in an accessible, but safe place (i.e. safe deposit box), and one that is with

a trusted relative of friend that can give you the information if something were to happen to you or

the other copies.

A checklist of other things to consider:

1. Passports: check the expiration date- you passport must not expire within six months of

your arrival. Make at least two copies and keep one in a safe place separate from your

original passport.

2. Secure medical insurance and possibly travel insurance to prevent unmanageable medical

bills and enable entry into other countries.

3. Research and apply for a visa. This can take several months to obtain before you leave.

4. Save enough money to support your cost of living and lifestyle plus travel costs with enough

of a buffer to be prepared for the unexpected.

5. Bring things to facilitate transition like a universal electric plug adaptor, any medications

you take, or anything else to make you comfortable during the transition.

Financial

On the home front, make sure all bills are paid or have a means of being paid. If you are retaining a

residence while abroad, make sure the rent/mortgage is taken care of and that utilities are being

paid while you are away. Ensure that important institutions like your bank are able to reach you.

If you are retaining a bank account in your home country, ask about fees for overseas transactions.

If you have a credit card, find out if there are additional fees or any changes you need to make with

your account. Inform banking industries that you will abroad so as to not arouse suspicious activity

on your account as anti-theft systems can see this activity and put an inconvenient hold on your

account.

Tax

It is best to inform tax offices of any change in residency. Some countries have reciprocal tax

agreements, and others may require you to pay some form of taxes both in your home country and

abroad. Most national tax administrations are an excellent resource for exactly what steps to take

when moving away. For example, USA nationals should refer to the IRS guide "U.S. Citizens and

Resident Aliens Living Abroad" for information about filing tax returns while overseas.

For more information, refer to our section on taxes.

Health

Standards of health are high. It is wise, though, to make sure all of your vaccinations are up to date
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before departure.

For concerns about your health when abroad, the World Health Organization (WHO) publishes

International Travel and Health, which is revised annually and is available free online. Another

excellent resource is MD Travel Health. It provides free, complete travel-health recommendations

for every country and is updated daily.

Customs and import

Everyone arriving in Croatia must pass through customs. You must decide if you have goods to

declare or not. Spot checks can occur even if you pass through the "nothing to declare" portal, but

this happens infrequently. However, if you are caught with prohibited goods, the penalties are

severe.

Permitted imports:

200 cigarettes, 50 cigars, 100 cigarillos, or 250g of tobacco

1 liter of spirits

2 liters of wine

1 liters of liqueur

250 ml of cologne

Other perfumes up to 50 ml

Medications in the amount necessary for one month of treatment

One packet of homeopathic products

There is no limitation on cash, but amounts of greater than 10,000 Euro must be declared

Milk, meat, and animal products from the EU in amounts less than 10kg

Restricted imports:

All weapons and ammunition require a permit and must be declared

For a full list of restricted foods, refer to Croatia's customs information website

Plants, seeds, and organic fertilizers must undergo a health inspection

Pets

You can bring your pet abroad, but it takes planning and preparation. In Croatia, permitted pets

include dogs, cats, animals from the marten family, invertebrates (with the exception of bees and

crustaceans), ornamental tropical fish, amphibians, reptiles, all types of birds (besides fowl

imported for commercial purposes, for zoos and zoo shops), rabbits, and rodents.

You must being your pet into Croatia via an approved point of entry, where customs inspects the

animal' identification and import documents. A pet imported directly from the EU can enter via any

of the points of entry.

General requirements:

The pet (dogs, cats and ferrets) must have a microchip. All microchips conforming to the

ISO standards are easily readable.
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A pet passport from the EU member states or a veterinary certificate issued by an official

veterinarian stating that the pet is in good health

The pet must have been vaccinated against rabies.

For more information about preparing your pet for expat life, read EasyExpat' article "Expat Pets".

Transport

Some airlines allow pets to travel in an airplane' cabin, provided their cage is small enough to fit

under your seat. Small birds may also be able to travel in the cabin, but tropical birds such as

parrots are usually not allowed.

If your pet' cage does not fit under your seat, you will have to ship it as checked baggage. Since the

outside air temperature also affects the temperature in the cargo bay, airlines may restrict the

transportation of pets during certain times of the year. Airlines have special requirements for

containers in the cabin and cargo bay. Make sure you get detailed information from your preferred

airlines before purchasing a cage or kennel.

Before leaving, acquaint your animal with the kennel or container. Add some familiar toys or some

of your clothing, so your pet has a sense of familiarity during the transport. Sedation of your pet

during the trip is generally not recommended and should only be used as a last resort.

There are also pet relocation services that figure out all the details of the move. These services

tend to be quite expensive, but reduce the stress of doing it yourself.

Quarantine

As long as your pet is healthy and meets the general requirements, quarantine is not necessary.

Customs Resources

U.S. Citizens: The free pamphlet "Know Before You Go" at http://www.cbp.gov/ is very helpful. (Click

on "Travel" and then click on "Know Before You Go! Online Brochure").

You can also contact:

U.S. Customs & Border Protection (CBP)

1300 Pennsylvania Ave.

Washington, DC 20229

Tel. 877/287-8667

Canadian Citizens: "I Declare", issued by the Canada Border Services Agency (tel. 800/461-9999 in

Canada, or 204/983-3500) is helpful.

Australian Citizens: A helpful brochure is available from Australian consulates or Customs offices

called "Know Before You Go". Call the Australian Customs Service at tel. 1300/363-263, or log on to

http://www.customs.gov.au/.
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Also refer to Croatia's customs website for up-to-date information and regulations.
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Passport, Visa & Permits

This section is intended for reference only. We strongly recommend that you contact the

embassy directly for the most up-to-date information that pertains to your specific situation. Keep

in mind that as Croatia is slated for EU accession in June 2013, visa regulations will likely be

changing over the next few years.

A helpful resource is the Republic of Croatia Ministry of Foreign Affairs website. There you can find

an overview of visa regulations for your country.

Passport

You must have a valid passport to travel abroad. A passport is an official government document

that certifies one' identity and citizenship. The process can take a long time, so apply for a passport

several months before you plan to leave. Your passport must be valid 6 months beyond your

intended stay.

Visa

A visa is an official stamp or endorsement added to your passport that allows you to enter a

country. This permission is called "entry clearance".

Who needs a visa?

In general, all foreigners need a visa to stay in Croatia for more than three months. For stays up to

90 days, some do not require a visa. To determine whether or not you need a visa to enter or stay

in Croatia for up to 90 days, consult the Regulation on the Visa Regime. (You must scroll down and

click on the link "Regulation on the visa regime.")

Registration

Registration, though an important part of the visa process, is not well very publicized. By law, all

foreign nationals are required to register at a police station in the city where they plan to stay or

reside within 48 hours of their arrival in Croatia. If you stay at a hotel or other legal entity

authorized to provide accommodation services, you will automatically be registered. This is why

many tourists don't know about this requirement.

If, however, you stay with a friend or make other accommodation arrangements, you must register

yourself. Registration is free, but you will need:

Your passport

A completed registration form

Proof that you have secured accommodation and you have the owner's consent

The documents to prove your accommodation and the owner's consent can vary. If you are staying

with a friend, and your friend owns the apartment, they may accompany you to the police station or
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you can bring their ID card with you to the police station. It's recommended that they go with you,

however, since the process can be slightly confusing if you don't speak any Croatian. (Ironically,

many of the employees dealing with tourists do not speak English or other foreign languages.)

If you are renting an apartment, the owner of the apartment will likely have to accompany you to

the police station. Alternatively, your rental agreement along with the owner's proof of ownership

might suffice.

Technically, you are required to re-register if you change addresses. For example, if you stay in a

hotel when you arrive, the hotel will register you. Then, once you secure your accommodation, you

will have to register yourself at your new address.

If you do not register within 48 hours of your arrival, you may be fined. You also must register

before you can submit your application for a temporary or permanent stay visa.

For more information on registration, refer to the instructions provided on the website of the

Ministry of the Interior.

Short Term Visa

Short-term or "tourist" visas, as they are commonly called, permit foreigners to pass through or

stay in Croatia for up to 90 days within a period of six months. For the citizens of many countries,

this visa is automatic upon entry into Croatia, meaning you do not have to apply for it. Some

foreigners, however, must apply for a visa before entering Croatia. To determine whether or not

you need to apply for a short-term visa, refer to the Regulation on the Visa Regime.

Temporary Stay Visa

A temporary stay visa allows foreigners to stay in Croatia for up to a year. After that, the visa must

be renewed.

Temporary stay visas may be granted for a number of reasons, including:

Family reunification with a Croatian national or permanent resident

Work

High school or university-level studies

Scientific research

Humanitarian grounds

You should apply for your first temporary stay visa at a diplomatic mission or consulate of the

Republic of Croatia. However, you may apply for a temporary stay visa at a local police station in

Croatia in the following cases:

Serious humanitarian reasons

Request for family reunification with a Croatian national or an asylee

Recipients of scholarships issued by an approved program

Work
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Scientific research

For more information on the application process, as well as an updated list of necessary documents,

refer to the instructions for the issuance of temporary stay permits on the Ministry of the Interior

website. In general, you'll need to collect the following documents:

a color photograph, 35x45mm,

a copy of a valid travel document (passport),

proof of health insurance,

proof of sufficient funds to support oneself,

proof of the reasons for temporary stay,

a police clearance certificate issued by the state of alien's nationality or the state in which

the alien has permanent residence, dated not more than 6 months prior to the application

(only for the first temporary stay application)

consular fees in compliance with Tariff number 78a of the Administrative Fees Act if the

application is to be submitted at a diplomatic mission/consular post of the Republic of

Croatia, or revenue stamp of HRK 20.00 if the application is to be submitted in the Republic

of Croatia.

Note that an employer may also apply for a temporary stay visa on your behalf.

Work Visa

There is a quota for the number of work permits issued annually to foreigners in Croatia. Generally,

these positions are filled quickly, and the employer must demonstrate that the employee has a

special skill set that cannot be found in a Croatian citizen. There are, however, some exceptions.

The quota does not apply to the following positions:

daily migrant alien workers employed in the Republic of Croatia under reciprocity

conditions,

the key personnel, workers and their family members, whose status has been regulated by

the Stabilization and Association Agreement between the European Communities and their

Member States and the Republic of Croatia,

aliens holding key positions in companies, branch offices and representative offices,

aliens transferred as part of internal staff transfers within companies, as defined by the

Protocol on the Accession of the Republic of Croatia to the Marrakesh Agreement

Establishing the World Trade Organization,

teachers teaching at educational institutions the language and script of a national minority,

professional athletes or sports workers, employed in the Republic of Croatia on the basis of

a valid employment contract,

aliens employed in foreign associations that are registered as foreign associations in the

Republic of Croatia and at least three other countries and aliens who are members of

representative bodies of foreign endowments and foundations registered in the Register of

the Representative Offices of Foreign Endowments and Foundations in the Republic of

Croatia.

Additionally, a business permit may be issued to business owners, including:
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private founders of companies in the Republic of Croatia or aliens who have majority share

in a company of at least 51%, and carry out business in the Republic of Croatia,

sole proprietors who have registered their business in the Republic of Croatia, or one of the

co proprietors of joint proprietorship,

aliens engaged in freelancing, in line with the regulations of the Republic of Croatia,

aliens providing services on behalf of a foreign employer.

A business permit for freelance work may be issued only if the freelancer possesses adequate

qualification and financial means, and if their freelance work is in the interests of the Republic of

Croatia.

The application for a work permit may also be submitted by the employer.

For more information about the process of applying for a work permit, as well as a list of necessary

documents, refer to the instructions for the issuance of work permits on the website of the Ministry

of the Interior.

Jobs that do not require a Work Permit

There are several employment positions that do not require a work permit. These exceptions

generally allow for specialized, temporary work in Croatia (e.g. artists, performers, or lecturers

coming to Croatia to produce artwork or give a performance or lecture). Foreign media reporters

and professors invited by Croatian universities may also work without a work permit.

A full list of exceptions is provided on the website of the Ministry of the Interior. 

Permanent Residence

A permanent stay visa may be granted to a foreigner who has obtained a temporary stay visa for

an uninterrupted period of five years before the submission of the application. The applicant must

not have been absent from Croatia for longer than 10 months.

Permanent stay may also be granted to:

Foreigners who have been in possession of a temporary stay permit for an uninterrupted

period of three years before the submission of the application and who have had refugee

status for at least 10 years.

Foreigners on temporary stay, returning into the Republic of Croatia in line with the Program

of Return and Accommodation of Displaced Persons, Refugees and Exiled Persons.

Marriage to a Croatian national or a foreigner who has been granted permanent stay in the

Republic of Croatia is not grounds for the acquisition of a permanent stay visa.

In addition to the usual required documents, applicants for permanent stay must also demonstrate

knowledge of Croatian language and culture by passing a written and oral exam.

Citizenship
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The Republic of Croatia allows dual citizenship. However, if you have dual citizenship, you will be

deemed exclusively a Croatian citizen while in Croatia or before the authorities of the Republic of

Croatia.

Croatian citizenship may be acquired by origin, by birth on the territory of the Republic of Croatia,

by naturalization, or according to international treaties. An application is required, and usually

consists of the following documents:

Letter of application

Questionnaire

Curriculum vitae

Birth certificate

Certificate of citizenship

The Certificate on Impunity by competent foreign authority of the state of which the

applicant is citizen and the state in which he has permanent stay, in original or in properly

certified photocopy with translation to Croatian language, not older than 6 months

Valid identity document, a certified copy

Administrative fee in the amount of KN 20.00

For complete regulations on acquiring Croatian citizenship, refer to the Law on Croatian Citizenship.

It's also a good idea to get in touch with the Croatian consulate or embassy in your country for

more information about the process.

International Removal Companies

Preparing for the Move

Plenty of expats arrive in their new home with little more than a suitcase or two. Many, however,

choose to bring more along, or their employers offer to pay for their move abroad. In these cases,

consider working with an international removal company to alleviate the stress of moving abroad.

Understand Pricing

The price of moving depends on the how much is being moved, the value of the goods, and the

distance they are to be moved. If possible, ship only the truly indispensable items and try to buy

when you arrive to abate some of the cost.

Many necessary items can be tracked down once you arrive in Croatia on classifieds websites or

from other expats who are looking to downsize before relocating again. A great resource is the

foreign embassies in your new country, as they often put together newsletters with small classifieds

sections for their communities.

Shipping Size

Basic shipping costs are usually based on the volume (in cubic feet or meters) that your packed

goods will take up in a shipping container. Volume is calculated by multiplying the length, depth,

and height.
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For example, a full size refrigerator/freezer that is 3 feet (.91 meters) wide, 2 feet (.6 meters) deep,

and 6 feet (1.8 meters) high would be 36 cubic feet (1.01940 m3).

A standard two to three-bedroom house will require a 20-foot container, while I larger home might

call for a 40-foot container.

One benefit of a larger shipment is that the greater the overall volume for shipment, the lower the

rate per cubic foot, and vice versa.

Distance

Removal cost also depends on the point of origin and final destination. Certain regions are

expensive despite a shorter distance. For instance, Europe tends to be relatively expensive to ship

to.

Common Additional Costs

Note that the final price is almost always more expensive than even the best estimates. Be

knowledgeable about basic costs and budget more than the cost of the estimate.

Access at collection or delivery may be difficult so a smaller van has to be brought in or

hired.

Collection or delivery on higher floors, with or without a lift. This requires extra men and

additional costs.

Parking permits may be required at collection or delivery addresses (the customer usually

has to arrange these - a local council will advise if they are necessary).

The final destination might be several hundred miles from a port.

Shipping Options: Ground, Sea or Air

The three basic options are to ship by ground, sea, or air, or a combination of the three. Most

companies offer all options, so inquire about the price difference and decide which method is best

for you.

Ground

Moving with only ground travel is uncommon unless moving a short distance. This is much slower

than flying, but also much less expensive. This method is often done in conjunction with sea or air

shipping.

Sea

Shipping by sea may take several weeks, and sometimes up to two months, but costs are less than

shipping by air. Generally, your possessions will be packed into containers at your home. They are

then transferred to a port where they are loaded onto a steamship container, which is then loaded

onto the boat as cargo. Upon arrival, the container must pass through customs. International
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movers will assist you with custom forms and clearing your goods.

Air

Moving household items by air can be much more expensive, but it remains a popular option. You

might find that shipping costs outweigh the price of staying in a hotel, renting a furnished

apartment, or buying new furniture at your destination. Some companies will use containers to ship

your goods, but generally, they will be transported in heavy cardboard boxes.

Airfreight costs are usually based on either the actual gross weight of the consignment or the

volume weight, depending on the shipping company.

Evaluating Shipping Options

To decide which shipping method is best for you, consider:

Volume - This is important for road and sea shipments.

Weight and Volume - Evaluating the weight is important for air shipments.

Final Destination - If you are moving across the globe (e.g. from the USA to Australia), you

might want to ship the majority of your personal belongings by sea and a small portion of

necessary items by air.

Moving Schedule - How soon do you need to receive your personal belongings at your

destination? Do you already have accommodation (temporary or permanent)? Will you need

to store some items until you find permanent accommodation?

Budget - Who is paying for your move? Your company or yourself? What is your allowance

for the move?

Groupage

To save money, you can ship your items with other people' belongings. Known as "group age," your

personal belongings will be shipped with the personal belongings of one or more customers. While

this offers considerable financial savings, it can take much longer. Usually, the shipment is sent to a

central location warehouse with later shipments being made to a country specific destination.

If your shipment is large, or cost is not an issue, direct shipping is a better option. The truck will

contain your personal belongings only and will go directly to its final destination without stopping at

any other warehouse.

You-pack / We-drive Service

Another option when moving your goods is to do the packing yourself. This can save you money

and ensure your items are given the care they deserve.

The process is simple:

Find a company like 123 Movers or Moving Orbit that will work with international movers.
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Make sure that they will move your belongings to Croatia.

A moving truck or storage container is delivered to your house for you to pack at your

leisure.

Once packed, you arrange for the company to pick up the truck or container.

The company moves the truck or container to the new residence.

You unload the truck and move into your new home.

The company picks up the container or truck.

Finding a Reputable Company

Reading online reviews can help you choose a good moving company. Check out sites like Yelp,

Qype, & MoverReviews.com, as well as Good Migrations, a search and review website focused

specifically on international movers. Of course, asking friends, neighbors, co-workers, and family for

recommendations is also a great idea.

Basic Questions to ask during your Meeting:

How long has your company been in business? While a new company isn't necessarily a bad

choice, experience is valuable.

What is your safety record?

Can you put me in touch with former customers? Good tour companies should have no

problem supplying references.

What is the full company name, address, phone number, and website?

What equipment do you provide? How many movers am I guaranteed?

Can I see proof of your local/interstate/international moving license and insurance?

What paperwork is necessary? Do you handle customs for all items?

What is your cancellation and refund policy?

It is advisable to get at least three estimates in writing. A verbal agreement is not enforceable, so

make sure to have the estimate and details written down. By comparing multiple estimates, you

will determine an average price for your move and find a company that best matches your needs.

Getting estimates from a few companies will also give you an idea of the different services they

offer. This can help you negotiate with your preferred company.

Use the Recommended Service Partner tool below to compare prices and receive free quotes.
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Accommodation

1. Finding Accommodation, Flatsharing, Hostels

2. Rent house or flat

3. Buy house or flat

4. Hotels and Bed and Breakfast
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Finding Accommodation, Flatsharing, Hostels

Cost of Living

The cost of living in Zagreb is quite high relative to average salary, which ranges from 5,000 -

10,000 kuna (658 - 1317 euro) monthly.

Coffee, beer, and wines by the glass are typically very affordable compared to other European

countries. Lunches are generally quite cheap, but dinner in a restaurant (rather than a casual grill)

can be fairly expensive. For a main dish, a side, and a beverage, it's not unusual to pay around 150

kunas per person. Clothing, electronics, furniture, and other household furnishings are relatively

pricey in Croatia.

Studio apartment in the center - 250 to 300 euro

Coffee (espresso shot) with milk - 10-15 kunas

Pint of local beer - 12-15 kunas

Liter of milk - 7 kunas

Eggs (10) - 15-20 kunas

Bakery sandwich - 10-15 kunas

Restaurant lunch - 35-50 kunas

Restaurant dinner - 70-150 kunas

Tram/bus ticket - 15 kunas

Pair of sneakers - 550 kunas

Toaster - 260 kunas

Bottle of shampoo - 18 kunas

Prepare for your Housing Search

In addition to doing research on the different neighborhoods in Zagreb and the advantages and

disadvantages each offers, it's a good idea to determine your priorities in a living space. This will

help you sift through your options.

What is your ideal location? Do you want to live right in the center? Close to work? Near a

tram stop or a park?

How big do you want your apartment to be?

Do you want a furnished or unfurnished apartment?

What is your price range?

Flatsharing

Flatsharing, or renting a room in an apartment that you share with others, is a great way to save on

costs and to meet new people. A furnished room in the center generally costs around 150 - 200

euro and typically includes utilities. Prices will vary depending on location, size, and age of the

apartment.

Classifieds websites like Njuškalo and Oglasnik are great resources for finding roommates. It's
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always a good idea to meet your potential roommate first before making any sort of formal

agreement to determine whether or not you will get along well.

Hostel

Just a couple of years ago, hostels were a rarity in Zagreb, but now they're popping up all over the

place. Hostels in Zagreb offer a cheap alternative to hotels, and many are located right in the

center of the city.

Most hostels offer beds in multi-person dorm rooms or pricier private rooms. The price for a bed in a

dorm can run from 12 euro during the off-season to 22 euro during the high season. Most hostels

provide services like WiFi and bedding, and several provide breakfast for a small fee and organize

city tours and other excursions.

Private Accommodation

"Private accommodation" in Croatia refers to apartments or rooms that are rented out short or long

term, usually to tourists, by their owners. This is very popular on the coast, but the private

accommodation market in Zagreb is quickly growing. You may be familiar with this idea because of

increasingly popular apartment rental sites like Airbnb and Wimdu. It's the same idea, but Croatians

have been doing it for years.

There's a great variety of private accommodation available, from basic rooms to luxury apartments.

Generally, though, staying in private accommodation is more affordable than staying in a hotel, and

you have a homier environment. This is a great option for families who want a bit more space or for

expats looking for a short-term rental or somewhere to stay while they are house hunting.

There are many apartments available for short-term rental on the Internet at various prices.

Reputable providers of private accommodation in Zagreb include:

Main Square Apartment

inZagreb Apartments

ZigZag Apartments

Rent house or flat

Though owning a flat or home is important to most Croatians, many, especially younger people,

rent apartments. There is a wide variety of rental properties available for short and long term lease,

through private owners and through rental agencies. It's not uncommon to pay more for an

apartment managed by a rental agency, as these often cater specifically to foreigners visiting

Croatia either for business or pleasure.

Rental Market

Finding accommodation can be difficult if you do not have at least basic Croatian language skills.
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Although most people speak at least basic English, advertisements for apartment rentals will almost

always be in Croatian, unless they are catered specifically to foreigners or tourists.

There are usually a variety of apartments available throughout the city in various neighborhoods,

so you can choose which area is best for you based on your priorities and personal needs. Keep in

mind that apartments located in the very center of Zagreb will generally be more expensive, as will

flats and homes in the hills of northern Zagreb.

Property prices are typically quoted in euro and depend on several factors, including size, age of

the building and furnishings, access to parking, and location. Quoted rent usually does not include

utilities. It should generally include all income taxes, but it's a good idea to double check with the

landlord before signing a contract.

Area is quoted in square meters. Sometimes properties are described in terms of rooms. For

example, a three-room apartment will have two bedrooms and a living room in addition to a kitchen

and bathroom.

How to Search for a Rental

Online

One of the best resources for finding apartments online is classifieds websites such as Njuškalo and

Oglasnik. Another great option is to visit websites specifically dedicated to real estate. A couple of

examples are Centar Nekretnina and Oglas, which also have an English version in addition to other

foreign languages.

You can also check the Croatia classifieds on EasyExpat and chat with other expats on the Croatia

forum or network and receive advice.

Newspapers

Newspapers are not commonly useful a source for classifieds or real estate listings. Instead, make

use of the classifieds sites listed above.

Public Postings

There are often public bulletin boards in cafes and near university buildings. Though these are

generally dedicated to advertising goods, services, and events, you might find advertisements for

roommates, especially in areas popular with students.

Rental Agent

Another option is to work with a real estate agent who will guide you through the entire process,

from finding the perfect flat to signing your contract. There are several real estate agencies in

Zagreb that are accustomed to working with expats relocating to Croatia for a variety of reasons.

They usually offer long-term rentals, but in some cases may offer short-term rentals for visitors
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staying one to three months.

Most agents charge a commission based on the monthly rent, though the exact percentage can

vary from agency to agency. Since there are several agents in Zagreb, it's a good idea to browse

their real estate listings, testimonials, and even make initial contact before deciding which agent to

work with. Agents based in Zagreb include:

Zagreb West

Hillberg

Kastel

Metropola

Adrias

Note that Zagreb West also has a sister company, Zagreb Relocation, specifically designed to help

expats with every aspect of their move to Croatia. Services include booking temporary

accommodation, home search, school search, language courses, and "Getting to know Croatia"

courses.

Visit the Apartment

If you're able to, and especially if you're renting the apartment yourself without the help of an

agent, it's wise to see the apartment before you sign a contract. This is your opportunity to meet

the landlord, get a feel for the neighborhood, and inspect the apartment itself.

Be aware that "newly remodeled" apartments in Zagreb are often done so hastily and with very

cheap materials, so it's worth poking around a bit to make sure everything is intact and functioning.

This is also your chance to ask any questions you might have or confirm important details about

rent, included utilities, the length of your lease, and the other terms of your rental agreement.

Contracts

After deciding on an apartment, you will sign a contract that establishes, in writing, the terms of the

rental agreement. For the contract to be valid and legally binding, both the lessor and the lessee

(landlord and tenant) must sign the contract in the presence of a public notary.

In theory, every rental agreement should be accompanied by a formal contract, however, in

practice, many apartments in Croatia are rented out without a contract. This allows the landlord to

avoid paying income tax on the rental, which in turn lowers the monthly rent.

Though locals sometimes rent apartments without signing a contract, this is not advisable for

foreigners. Having the terms of the agreement in writing will prevent future mishaps and confusion.

Additionally, foreign nationals applying for a temporary stay visa must show that they have secured

accommodation. If renting an apartment, a copy of your contract and proof of your landlord's

ownership will be required.

Notice
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According to the Law on Leasing Apartments (Zakon o najmu stanova), the tenant may terminate a

lease before it ends, but he or she must notify the owner in writing no less than three months

before the intended move-out date. Specific stipulations regarding lease termination should be

outlined in your contract.

Buy house or flat

Housing Market

Flats or apartments in shared buildings comprise the majority of housing in the center of Zagreb.

Freestanding houses are more common in the surrounding neighborhoods and the suburbs. The

price of a flat in the center may depend on location, condition, and the age of the building and any

furnishings, and generally ranges between 1,500 and 2,500 euro per square meter. Pricing for

detached houses is comparable.

Prices are generally stated in euro, although you may be required to pay in kunas.

Expats Buying Real Estate

There are currently two options for foreign nationals who wish to buy property in

Croatia: you can purchase as a private owner or as a company.

Private Owner

In February 2009, nationals from the European Union were granted the same property

buying rights as Croatian citizens. 

Foreign nationals who are not EU citizens but whose country has a reciprocal property

purchase agreement with Croatia may also buy property, but only after gaining approval from

the Croatian Ministry of Justice.

This process may take up to six months, but you can take possession of the property in the

meantime. Once you gain approval, the court will authorize your contract and you will receive the

title deeds.

Company

The other option is to set up a company that will purchase the property. The process takes about

two weeks and involves your lawyer, a notary public, and the commercial court to approve. The

practice was fairly commonplace until recently: laws now require aliens who are self-employed in

their own company to invest 200,000 kunas and hire three Croatian nationals.

Purchasing property by starting a company may be an appropriate course of action if the property

is intended for commercial use, either for renting or as a developer. In this case, you could reclaim

some of the VAT.

Keep in mind that owning property in Croatia does not automatically allow foreign nationals to stay
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in Croatia without a visa. Those wishing to stay longer than 90 days must apply for a temporary

stay visa. Refer to the "Visa" section for more information.

How to Search for Real Estate

Online Listing

The best way to start your search for property is to browse online listings. Both classifieds websites

and real estate agencies list available properties online. Popular classifieds sites include:

Njuškalo

Oglasnik

Oglas

Centar Nekretnina

Keep in mind that these most of these listings will be in Croatian.

You can also check the Croatia classifieds on EasyExpat and chat with other expats on the Croatia

forum or network and receive advice.

Newspapers

Newspapers are generally not a popular source for listing real estate. Instead, try the classifieds

sites listed above.

Public Postings

There are often public bulletin boards in cafes and near university buildings. Though these are

generally dedicated to advertising goods, services, and events, occasionally you might find real

estate listings.

Estate Agent

Because it is often complex for a foreign national to buy property in Croatia (see "Expats Buying

Real Estate" above) many future homeowners choose to work with a real estate agency that will

assist them with every step of the process, from the initial search to closing day.

A real estate agent will not only help you select a suitable property, but will also advise you in the

best course of action for purchasing your future home, help you collect all necessary documents,

and arrange meetings with lawyers and accountants.

Another good reason to work with an agency is to ensure that your new property has a clean title -

that is, the seller has the legal authority to sell it. In part because of Croatia's complex history,

many homes have changed hands a number of times, and legal ownership is now ambiguous at

best. Generally, real estate agencies only list properties that have clean titles.
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Some real estate agencies include:

Zagreb West

Adriatic Property Services

Hillberg

Kastel

Metropola

First Property Croatia

Croatia Property Sales (Specializes in real estate in Dalmatia)

Making an Offer

If you are working with an agent, he or she will extend your offer to the seller on your behalf. The

seller may decline it, decline it with a counter offer they would be prepared to accept, or simply

accept it.

If the offer is accepted, the agent will prepare a pre-sale contract outlining the details of the

property, the buyer, and the seller, as well as the final date of purchase. An accompanying 10 %

deposit secures the property.

Contracts

The agent will draw up a final purchase contract to be signed by the seller and the buyer in the

presence of a public notary on the date of purchase established in the pre-contract. The buyer then

pays the outstanding balance.

It is wise to have your lawyer read the contract before you sign it. A lawyer will determine that the

property has a clean title and will also verify that the seller has paid all outstanding debts or taxes

owed on the real estate.

Payment

Before signing the final purchase contract, make sure that you have sufficient funds available in

Croatia. This may require the opening of a Croatian bank account, if you don't have one already. If

you are working with a real estate agency, they will help you with this process.

Though prices are generally quoted in euro, you may be required to pay in kuna.

Mortgage

Financing for foreign nationals is not common, however, this is slowly changing. Erste Bank, for

example, now offers housing loans of up to 250,000 euro to foreigners.

Required documents for the application include:

Photocopies of ID cards or passport with registered residence in the Republic of Croatia, i.e.
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passport for non-residents

Tax number (OIB) certificate

Completed Loan Application form for all loan participants whose credit standing has been

assessed.

A signed statement for processing of personal data

A signed Statement approving collection and processing data from HROK's credit report for

all loan participants whose credit standing has been assessed

Original last three payroll or pension slips (or a certified copy)

Employer's confirmation regarding the employment status and monthly income of the loan

applicant

Original excerpt from the land registry, not older than 30 days from the date of issue 

Property value assessment, unless it is a newly constructed property

Insurance policy for mortgaged property

Residential homebuyers should provide a sales contract notarized by a public notary.

For more information, visit Erste Bank's Croatian website.

Fees

In addition to the Real Estate Tax (RET) of 5%, you will have several other fees to consider:

Value Added Tax (VAT) is 25%

Legal fees, on average, are 1.5% + VAT

The Croatian Real Estate Transfer Tax (RETT) is 5%.

Real estate agent fees can vary, but average 3% + VAT

Closing

After the final purchase contract has been agreed upon, both the seller and the buyer sign the

contract in the presence of a public notary, who oversees the final transfer of the property into the

buyer's name. The lawyer will then register the property with the local land registry department.

Shortly after this, the buyer should receive the deed and the keys to the property.

The lawyer will also register the purchase agreement with the local tax authority within 30 days.

Payment of the RETT is due within 15 days of receiving the amount due from the tax office.

Auction

The practice of auctioning property is fairly new in Croatia, with the first property auction firm,

Aukcija nekretnina, established in 2009. Aukcija nekretnina is still the largest company specializing

in property auctions in Croatia.

After browsing online listings and deciding on a property, you must register, obligation-free, with

Aukcija nekretnina. You are then invited to inspect the property and have your lawyer check into all

legal matters. You should also prepare your finances before the auction.

On auction day you will need to register as a bidder with the auction organizers. You will then
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receive a registration number that will allow you to actively participate and bid at the auction. In

order to register, you will need:

Photo ID card or a passport

'OIB' (Croatian Tax Reference Number, if applicable)

Your lawyer's details

Notarized Power of attorney, if you are bidding on behalf of someone else

Completed and signed Registration Form for bidders/buyers

Obligatory confirmation of payment method to cover deposit, legal fees and agents

commission

Interested buyers would do well to attend the auction themselves, however, you may also authorize

someone else to bid on your behalf through a notarized Power of Attorney.

Immediately after the auction, the buyer is expected to pay 10% of the purchase price as well as a

2.5% agent' commission, which goes to the auctioneer. The buyer should be prepared to pay for the

property and all taxes within 30 of days of the auction.

Hotels and Bed and Breakfast

There is not a wealth of hotels to choose from in Zagreb, but there are several nice hotels right in

the city center. Big names include the Sheraton, the Westin, and a brand new Doubletree by Hilton

in the business district. Hotel Dubrovnik is right on the main square, and the historic Regent

Esplanade was built in 1925 near the main train station for weary Orient Express passengers.

Though rates can fluctuate throughout the year based on tourist traffic, hotels in the city center

generally charge between 100 and 150 euro a night. Venture a little ways out of the center and

you'll find rates around 70 euro or even less.

Bed&Breakfast

You won't find any traditional bed & breakfasts (think charming cottages with sprawling communal

breakfasts for all of the guests) in Croatia. However, many hotels provide a buffet breakfast, and

sometimes - if you choose wisely - your private accommodation host might provide breakfast. This

is an unusual perk, however. Breakfast is simply not a significant meal in Croatia, and though there

are a few exceptions, it's assumed that tourists staying in private accommodation will feed

themselves.

EasyExpat.com has set up a partnership with EasyVoyage to provide a wide range of cheap

hotels and high quality customer services for our Travel Service. To find the best hotel, nothing is

simpler ! All you need to do is indicate you city, your dates in the box below and we will find the

best hotel matching your criteria among all our partners’ deals. Is it well situated? Does it have a

good rate? Look all the extra information and find the perfect hotel to travel lighthearted!
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At Work

1. Social Security

2. Work Usage

3. Pension plans

4. Benefits package

5. Tax system

6. Unemployment Benefits
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Social Security

Croatia's social security system provides health, pension, and unemployment insurance, as well as

maternity leave and assistance to families, for all Croatian citizens. Foreign nationals who work in

Croatia for Croatian employers may also be eligible to receive social security benefits.

Contributions

Social security is based on contributions paid by employees, employers, those who are

self-employed, and the state.

For pension insurance, the insured person pays 20% of their earnings if insured under social

insurance only and 15% of their earnings if insured under the social insurance and mandatory

individual account system. For more details, see the "Pensions" section. These contributions also

finance disability and survivors' benefits and work injury and occupational disease benefits.

For sickness and maternity leave, self-employed persons contribute 15% of their income, employers

contribute 15% of covered payroll, and the state covers the cost of parental leave, maternity leave

for the unemployed, and newborn childcare.

Both employers and the state contribute to unemployment funds, and the state covers the total

cost of family allowances.

Benefits

Statutory Sick Pay

There is no minimum qualifying period for sickness benefits; instead, a designated doctor in a

primary health care institution will determine entitlement and duration of sick pay for the first

period of incapacity. The Croatian Institute for Health Insurance determines additional periods of

eligibility.

Benefits are provided for up to 6 months. After that, the disability commission of the Croatian

Pension Insurance Institute decides if the insured is eligible for disability pension.

Benefits range between 70% and 100% of the insured's average salary. The employer is

responsible for the first 42 days of sick leave (except for pregnancy, maternity leave, or

participation in Homeland War), and the Croatian Institute for Health Insurance pays thereafter.

Maternity Leave and Maternity Pay

Maternity leave in Croatia is very generous. Mothers are granted 28 days before the expected date

of birth and six months after the date of birth at full pay.

Expectant mothers are required to take leave 28 days before the expected date of birth and at

least 42 days after the birth without interruption. After this compulsory period, the mother may

return to work part-time if she wishes, or she can grant her unused leave to the father.
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Parental leave provides extra time off from work to care for young children and can be used by

either the father or mother in consecutive or nonconsecutive periods until the child reaches eight

years of age.

It is also possible to take an unpaid career break until the child turns three years of age, during

which time professional obligations are suspended, but health insurance and retirement insurance

are maintained.

A family allowance is also available parents and guardians who are Croatian citizens, who hold a

permanent residence permit and who have resided in Croatia for at least 3 years, and to foreign

nationals with temporary residence whose home countries have a bilateral international social

security agreement with Croatia. The allowance amount is based on income, but is at least 199 to

299 kunas a month per child.

National Insurance Number/Social Security Number

The Osobni identifikacijski broj (OIB) is a permanent identification number assigned to every legal

person residing in Croatia. It consists of 11 random digits and does not contain any personal

information.

An OIB is required to pay taxes, open a bank account, register a vehicle, and purchase property.

Foreign nationals who obtain a temporary stay visa will automatically be assigned an OIB.

Otherwise, applying for an OIB is fairly straightforward, however, the application form (Zahtjev za

odredivanjem i dodjeljivanjem osobnoga identifikacijskog broja) is in Croatian. It can be downloaded

from the official OIB website. After filling out the form, submit it to the local tax office.

Work Usage

The Croatian work environment is similar to that of many European countries. Most companies and

professionals ascribe to standard working hours. However, in general, people in Croatia are

relatively relaxed about work.

It's not uncommon to find every café in the center of Zagreb full of working professionals, young

and old, having coffee with friends and colleagues even in the middle of the afternoon.

Working Hours

An employee may be contracted to work full or part-time. Full-time work should not exceed forty

hours a week according to the Zakon o radu (Law on Work), but as in many other countries,

professionals often work much more than this. Any employee may work overtime, but should not

exceed 32 overtime hours a month or 180 hours per year.

All employees who work at least six hours a day are entitled to a break of at least 30 minutes.

Lunch is considered by most to be the important meal of the day, so working professionals often

break for lunch.
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In any 24-hour period, employees should be granted a rest period of at least twelve consecutive

hours. Employees are also entitled to a continuous period of at least 24 hours of rest each week.

Wages

Minimum wage is the lowest hourly, daily or monthly salary that employers may legally pay

workers. Croatia's minimum wage (minimalna placa), as of March 2013, is 2,814 kunas monthly.

This amount has not changed since 2009, but there's a possibility that it will soon increase.

Contract

Most jobs are under contract. An employment contract must be in writing and the employee should

read and understand all conditions before signing. If it is in a foreign language, a trusted advisor

(like a lawyer or financial advisor) who is fluent in that language should inspect it.

A contract also ensures that the employee will be able to contribute to and collect social security

and other benefits.

Probationary Period

The employer and employee may agree upon a probationary period of up to six months. If the

employer decides to dismiss the employee, notice must be given at least seven days in advance.

Termination

After the probationary period, it is difficult for an employer to dismiss an employee. The employer

must indicate just cause for dismissal, and acceptable terms for dismissal are outlined in the Law

on Work (Zakon o radu).

Notice of termination must be given in writing. The notice period depends on how long the

employee has been with the company. If an employee has been working with the company for less

than a year, the notice period is two weeks. A notice of three months is required for an employee

who has been with the same employer for 20 years or more.

During the notice period, the employee is entitled to take four hours per week to seek new

employment.

Time Off

Employees in Croatia are entitled to a paid annual leave of at least four weeks, excluding public

holidays. Annual leave may be taken in two parts over the course of the year. An employee may

transfer any unused leave to the following year, but it must be used by June 30.

Additionally, employees are entitled to up to seven days of paid leave annually for important

personal reasons such as marriage, childbirth, or serious illness or death in the immediate family.
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Holidays

Public holidays in Croatia are:

New Year - January 1

Epiphany - January 6

Easter and Easter Monday

Corpus Christi - 60 days after Easter

Labour Day - May 1

Anti-Fascist Resistance Day - June 22

Statehood Day - June 25

Victory Day and National Thanksgiving Day of Croatian Defenders - August 5

Assumption - August 15

Independence Day - October 8

All Saints Day - November 1

Christmas - December 25

St. Stephen' Day - December 26

Most government offices and private business are closed on public holidays. Additionally, citizens

who celebrate other religious holidays retain the right not to work on those days.

Pension plans

"Old age" pension benefits are paid out to individuals who are 65 years of age and older and who

have worked for at least 15 years. Anticipatory pension is awarded to those who are 60 years of

age and have worked for 35 years.

Pension insurance may also include invalidity pension due to incapacity for work and survivors'

pension in the case of the insured's death.

Three Pillar Scheme

Croatia has a three-tier pension plan that was designed to accommodate its mixed public/private

system.

Pillar 1

This is a pay as you go (PAYGO) system financed by contributions and state budget revenues. All

employees must contribute at least 15% of their monthly income; employees insured only under

Pillar 1 contribute 20%.

Pillar 2

Pillar 2 is a compulsory pension insurance based on individual capitalized savings. All employees

must pay 5% of their income into Pillar 2 funds (private pension) in addition to the 15% paid under

Pillar 1.
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Pillar 2 is mandatory and is additional to the first pillar for everyone who was under the age of 40 in

2002; however, persons who were aged between 40 and 50 in 2002 were able to opt out.

The Central Registry of Affiliates (REGOS) provides information and support for those insured under

Pillar 2.

Pillar 3

Pillar 3 is voluntary pension insurance based on individual capitalized savings and has been open to

all citizens since March 2002.

Expat

Like Croatian citizens, foreign nationals who are contracted employees of companies in Croatia

contribute to and are eligible to receive social security benefits.

Making Contributions while Abroad

Croatia has signed an International Agreement on Social Security with a number of countries,

making it easier for foreign nationals employed in Croatia to make contributions while working and

collect pension insurance later in life. This agreement also helps to prevent double taxation.

A full list of countries that have a social security agreement with Croatia is provided by the Croatian

Institute for Pension Insurance (HZMO).

Principles applied in all agreements are:

Equal treatment

Aggregation of completed insurance and residence periods

Pro rata temporis

Export of benefits

Equivalence of territories to avoid overlapping of benefits

Maintenance of acquired rights and rights in course of acquisition

If you have any questions about your eligibility to contribute to and collect pension insurance in

Croatia, contact HZMO or REGOS.

Collecting Pension while Abroad

As Croatia is slated to enter the European Union on July 1, 2013, EU regulations regarding pension

rights will apply.

Current EU regulations coordinate the different social security organizations for European pension

rights. You can benefit from this coordination if you are a citizen of the European Economic Area

(EEA: European Union + Norway, Iceland, Liechtenstein and Switzerland). The age from when it is

possible to claim benefits depends on the country in charge of settling the pension (the different

periods must be validated by each state where contributions have been made).
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Each institution where you contributed will calculate the amount to be paid according to:

its legislation (national pension)

by adding together all working periods in all the member states and calculating

proportionally with the time spent in the state (Proportional or communitarian pension)

Each state that calculates pension on your behalf will make payments. The initial request is

generally made in the country where you live at the time. This institution will be in charge of liaising

with institutions in other countries. The payment of each country usually depends on the rules

existing in each state.

For more information on EU regulations, consult EU Social Security Coordination.

Additionally, Croatia has several social security agreements that may influence how you collect

pension. To find out if your country has a social security agreement with Croatia, visit the website

of the Croatian Institute for Pension Insurance.

Benefits package

Some companies may offer potential employees a benefits package in addition to the salary as a

"job perk" that might convince them to accept a job offer. Evaluate what benefits are valuable to

you when looking for a package.

Benefits that may be offered include:

Company pension and additional voluntary contributions

Additional vacation time

Child care assistance

Company car or free public transportation

Discounted products

Life insurance (employee & spouse)

Retirement counseling

Private health care

Gym memberships

Travel vouchers

Home PCs

Retail vouchers

Training and professional development

Expat

To convince an employee to go abroad, an employer may offer additional benefits to help ease the

transition. The most common is an increase in salary.

Other benefits may include:

Relocation benefits that cover the cost of the actual move plus the help of a relocation
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agent to ease the transition

Accommodation benefits such as subsidized housing and a rental agent to help find

accommodations

Language training at home and abroad to help the employee integrate

Expatriate family benefits that assist with tuition payments for children and obtaining visas

and compensate for the potential loss of the spouse's income

Tax system

The government collects tax from the earnings of employed citizens and foreign nationals in

Croatia. Generally, employers are responsible for deducting taxes from the salaries of their

employees.

The Tax Administration of the Ministry of Finance has compiled a comprehensive guide to the

Croatian tax system in English.

Individual Tax

Income Tax

Income tax (Porez na dohodak) is paid on all forms of income acquired by resident and non-resident

taxable persons. A resident taxable person is a natural person who has domicile or habitual

residence in the Republic of Croatia or has neither domicile nor habitual residence but is employed

in the civil service of the Republic of Croatia. A non-resident taxable person has neither domicile

nor habitual residence in the Republic of Croatia, but acquires an income in the Republic of Croatia

that is subject to taxation according to the Law on Income Tax.

Both residents and non-residents pay taxes on:

Income from employment

Income from independent personal activities

Income from property and property rights

Income from capital

Income from insurance

Other income

Income tax is charged at a rate of 12%, 25%, or 40%, depending on monthly taxable base. The

taxable base is calculated by subtracting the amount paid for obligatory social security and any

personal allowances from the total income.

Surtax on Income Tax

Taxable residents are also obligated to pay municipal or city taxes. Municipalities can charge up to

10%, cities with under 30,000 residents may charge up to 12%, cities with a population of more

than 30,000 may charge up to 15%, and the city of Zagreb can charge up to 30%. Zagreb's current
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city tax rate it 18%.

Reporting

Every taxpayer must submit a tax return to the Tax Administration at the end of the year. The tax

year runs from 1 January to 31 December. The deadline for filing a tax return in Croatia is always

the last day of February of the following year.

Tax forms can be obtained from a local tax office. There is also a downloadable tax return form

available online at the Tax Administration website.

Reciprocal Tax Agreements

Croatia has double tax treaties with several countries. This provides tax relief for residents also

pays income tax in another country. A full list of countries that have reciprocal tax agreements with

Croatia is provided by the Tax Administration.

VAT

Value-added tax (porez na dodanu vrijednost or PDV) is usually included in the price of goods and

services. The standard rate is 25 percent, but there are discounted rates of 10% and 5% for certain

goods. For example, accommodation, meals at restaurants, and newspapers and magazines have a

VAT of 10%, while there is a 5% VAT on bread, milk, professional or educational books, medications,

and surgical implants.

VAT is charged on commercial imports into Croatia, but exports are exempt from VAT.

Unemployment Benefits

Currently the unemployment rate in Croatia is very high, sitting at 15.8%. However, much of the

population qualifies for unemployment benefits and assistance finding work through the Croatian

Employment Service.

Benefits

Unemployment benefits are dependent upon the insured's wage during the last three months of

employment. Benefits are paid from 78 up to 450 days, depending on the duration of previous

employment. For the first three months, 70% of the base salary is paid. After that, 35% is paid. If

the insured has worked for at least 32 years, 40% of the base salary will be paid after 12 months up

until the insured is reemployed. There is, however, a cap on the amount paid for all tiers.

Unemployment assistance is also available to unemployed persons who participate in vocational

training. Additionally, a portion of the costs of finding new employment and relocating may be

reimbursed.

Who is Eligible?
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Everyone between the ages of 15 and 65 with at least nine months of employment in the last 24

months is eligible for unemployment benefits in Croatia, if the insured was employed with insurance

coverage based on an employment contract. This excludes self-employed persons and farmers.

If employment ceased as a result of willful misconduct or by agreement with the employer,

unemployment benefits cannot be collected.

How to Claim a Benefit

To claim unemployment benefits, the insured must register with the Croatian Employment Service

within 30 days of unemployment. There is no qualifying period for unemployed mothers caring for

children younger than one year of age.
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Moving in

1. Mail, Post office

2. Gas, Electricity, Water

3. Landline phone

4. TV & Internet
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Mail, Post office

Hrvatska pošta (Croatian Post) is the national postal service of Croatia.

The cost to mail a letter or package is calculated based on weight. A letter sent to a destination

within Croatia costs 3.10 kunas, while a postcard costs 2.80 HRK. Mail sent internationally is more

expensive, with letters starting at 7.60 HRK. You can calculate the shipping cost for letters and

packages to any destination online.

To mail a letter in Croatia, be sure to address the recipient as follows:

1. title, name and family name of the recipient

2. street and house number, entrance number, floor, apartment number, village, hamlet, etc., or a

P.O. box number or Poste Restante address;

3. postal code and name of the place (as a rule, written in capital letters)

4. name or abbreviation of the country for mail items sent abroad

Post Offices

There are numerous post office branches located throughout the country. Post offices are generally

open Monday through Saturday during regular working hours, but there are exceptions. Often, post

offices on the coast are open later during tourist season.

In Zagreb, there is a post office branch at Branimirova 4 near the main train station that is open

every day, including Sundays and holidays, from 7:00 a.m. to midnight. You can search branch

locations and hours online.

Drop boxes are also common, especially in larger cities, and are easily identified by their yellow

color and Hrvatska pošta symbol.

Services

In addition to offering standard postal services such as mail forwarding, post office boxes, and mail

holding, post offices in Croatia also offer a number of financial services. At the post office, you can

send and receive money, contract insurance policies, exchange currency, and even pay your utility

bills. It's in fact very common among locals to pay household bills at the post office because it's fast

and efficient.

Many post offices also sell useful merchandise, such as mobile phones and SIM cards, along with

gifts and souvenirs.

Gas, Electricity, Water

Generally, utilities are already established in a residence, but you may have to set up a new

account. You will need to give the provider your move-in date, change the name on the account,

and confirm that your account is separate from that of the previous occupant.
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If you are renting an apartment in Zagreb, it's likely that your utilities will already be connected in

your landlord's name. Often, you don't even have to change the account over to your own name,

though you're still responsible for paying the bills. Occasionally utilities will be included in the cost

of rent, particularly if you are renting a short-term apartment, but generally you must pay utilities

in addition to rent. All of this should be outlined in your rental agreement or contract.

If your utilities are not included in your rent, you must pay your bills yourself. There are a few ways

to do this, but the most common way is to pay at a local post office. Look for the counter labeled

"novcano poslovanje" (financial services) and give all of your utility bills to the clerk, who will

calculate the total amount owed. You can also pay your bills at most newsstands, or you can set up

automatic payments through your bank. Some banks also allow you to pay your utility bills through

online banking.

Gas

Gas meters, often located inside individual apartments, are read periodically. There should be a

notice on the building door informing tenants of the reading time and date. Instead of being sent

every month, bills are sent for a few months at a time and based on prior usage. The amount billed

is adjusted if necessary after the next reading.

Providers

Gradska plinara Zagreb - Opskrba is the only supplier of compressed natural gas in Croatia.

The natural gas provider for Zagreb is Gradska plinara Zagreb, one of the eighteen branches of a

city-owned company called Zagreb Holding.

Rates

The current price for gas at a rate of kunas per kilowatt-hour can be found online. It can be difficult

to determine an average price for gas as usage depends heavily on the consumer, but typically gas

for a multiple-room apartment will run around 600 kunas a month during the winter and 150 kunas

a month during the summer.

Electricity

As in the rest of Europe, the voltage in Croatia is 220 V and the frequency is 50 Hz. Electrical

sockets are Type C (Europlug) or Type E/F (Schuko), designed for appliances with two round prongs.

Credit meters are read periodically, and bills are sent to the customer following meter readings.

Instead of being sent monthly, bills for several months are sent at the same.

Providers

Hrvatska elektroprivreda is currently the sole electric provider in Zagreb.
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Rates

Electricity rates are quite complex as there are different tariff models to choose from, and rates

change depending on the time of day. In the winter, electricity is cheaper between 9:00 p.m. and

7:00 a.m. In the summer, rates are cheaper between 10:00 p.m. and 8:00 a.m. A full explanation of

tariff models and rates is available online.

Water

Provider

Vodoopskrba i odvodnja is the sole provider of water in Zagreb and is one of the eighteen branches

of the city-owned company Zagreb Holding.

Rates

Older buildings have one meter per building, and the total cost of water is split among the

tenants. Newer buildings usually have one meter for each apartment.

Bills for water arrive once a month. Though water costs depend on various factors such as water

usage and apartment size, a bill of about 150 kuna per month is standard for a multiple-room

apartment.

Landline phone

The telecommunications market was fairly recently deregulated. Until 2004, T-Com (now part of

T-Hrvatski telecom) was the only provider of fixed (landline) telephone and internet service. Optima

Telekom was the first new provider to be granted a license and began operating in 2005.

Securing landline telephone service has become less of a concern as more and more people use

exclusively mobile phones, but many households in Croatia have retained their fixed lines, and

there are now several providers to choose from.

Dialing

To Call Internationally from Croatia

To call internationally from Croatia, you will need to first dial the exit code (00), then the

destination country code, the area code, and the phone number.

For example, a call placed to the United States from Croatia: 00 1 xxx xxx xxxx.

To Call Croatia Internationally

Dial the country code (385) followed by the Croatian number, excluding the initial 0.
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To Call Within Croatia

If dialing a number within Croatia, 0 + the area code should be dialed before the number. For

example, to dial Split from Zagreb: 0 21 xxx xxxx.

A list of area codes is available online.

Providers

The main provider of fixed telephone service is T-Hrvatski telekom. Other providers include:

Optima telekom

Iskon

H1 Telekom

Amis

Installation

If you are renting an apartment, a landline might have already been installed. If not, and you wish

to have a fixed telephone, it's best to begin by discussing your options with your landlord who has

likely already subscribed to a telephone or internet provider.

As most telephone service providers require a contract, it might be better, or even necessary, for

your landlord to make these arrangements.

Each provider offers its own services, packages, and fees for installation. If you sign a contract for a

package that includes other services, such as television or internet, the installation fee can be as

little as 1 kuna - however, the contract will often require a commitment of up to two years.

To subscribe to a service and schedule an installation, visit the provider of your choice, and be sure

to bring along your important documents. Typically, you will be required to provide:

Your passport

Your visa or temporary residence permit

Proof of address

A credit card or bank account information

Public Phones

There are still a few public phones available in Zagreb, however, they are no longer coin operated.

Instead, you must purchase a prepaid phone card to use them.

Prepaid Cards

A prepaid card is a convenient way to make international calls and the only way to use public

phones. You can purchase a card in various denominations at post offices, gas stations,
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supermarkets, and newsstands. Hrvatska pošta sells phone cards with the cheapest international

rates.

Generally the same steps apply to any calling card:

Dial the access number

Enter your PIN number

Enter the number you wish to dial

Skype, Google and other ways to connect

With innovations such as Skype and Google Talk, it's easier than ever to keep in touch while

abroad. Skype is a program that allows you to call and video chat with other Skype users free of

charge. You can also purchase credit to make regular phone calls at competitive rates. Google Talk,

is similar to Skype in that it allows users to call or video chat with each other for free. Again, you

may purchase credit to call mobile phones and landlines.

In addition to Skype, there are now several smartphone applications that allow free phone calls or

messages between users, such as Viber. For other tips on how to stay connected while abroad,

check out the Easy Expat article Expats Connect: Skype and Other Services.

Phone directory: http://phonebookoftheworld.com/croatia/

Croatia directory: http://imenik.tportal.hr/

 

TV & Internet

TV

The broadcast transmission standard for Croatia is DVB-T (Digital Video Broadcasting - Terrestrial).

Croatian law states that anyone who owns a television must pay a monthly fee, RTV pristojba, to

the public broadcasting company, Hrvatska radiotelevizija (Croatian Radiotelevision). The current

amount is 80 kunas. You may apply online or in person at HTV, and each month someone will come

to your home to collect the fee. You may also arrange payment by bank or credit card.

Channels

There are ten nationwide terrestrial channels in Croatia:

HRT 1

HRT 2

HRT 3

HRT 4
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Nova TV

RTL

RTL 2

Doma TV

SPTV

CMC

Cable TV

Additional channels are available to cable subscribers. To get the best rates, look for a cable

subscription that is part of a package deal along with internet or phone services. The following

providers offer several television subscription options:

B.net

T-HT

Vip

Iskon

Monthly fees for a television subscription depend on the type of service you select. B.net offers an

affordable cable subscription for 86 kunas a month.

Installation is generally arranged directly with the provider of your choice. However, if you are

renting an apartment, consult with your landlord first. He or she may already have a television

subscription or other services set up with another provider.

Satellite TV

Satellite TV is another subscription option. As with cable TV, satellite television subscriptions may

be bundled with other services. Both T-HT and B.net offer satellite subscriptions. To subscribe to a

satellite service, contact the provider directly. Again, if you are renting an apartment, it's best to

double check with your landlord first.

Internet

Broadband internet service is widely available and provided by several companies. Typically you'll

have a choice of purchasing internet service by itself or as part of a package deal that also includes

television or telephone service.

Prices vary depending on the provider and the service, but for internet only, you can expect to pay

from 100 to 150 kunas monthly.

Providers

T-HT is the most popular internet provider, but several other companies also offer internet services,

including:
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Optima telekom

Vip

Iskon

 H1 Telekom

Amis

Installation

Again, if you are renting an apartment, it's best to first discuss your options for internet service and

installation with your landlord.

Otherwise, call or visit the service provider directly to become a subscriber and schedule

installation. Basic installation typically includes the installation of a modem or router and filter or

splitter and the configuration of internet access on one computer.

Documents generally required include:

Passport and visa or temporary residence permit

Proof of address

Payment details

Internet Café

There are several internet cafes in Zagreb, though they're not as common now that WiFi is

becoming more widespread. The three internet cafes listed here are the most popular and are

located in the center, walking distance from the main square, but you might happen upon other

small internet cafes elsewhere in the city.

One hour of internet service usually costs around 15 kuna. Some internet cafes offer printing and

other services at an extra charge.

VIP

Address: Trg P. Preradovica 5, 10000 Zagreb

Phone: +385 1 48-30-089

Sublink

Address: Teslina 12, 10000 Zagreb

Phone: +385 1 48-19-993

Cyber Funk Café

Address: Masarykova 26, 10000 Zagreb

Phone: +3851 63-99-070

WiFi
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A couple of years ago, free WiFi at cafes was hard to find in Zagreb, but that is changing. There are

now several cafes and bars, and even a few restaurants, where WiFi is available to customers free

of charge. Usually, if WiFi is available, a small "WiFi" sticker will be displayed on the door. Keep in

mind that if there is a connection password, it might be listed on your bill.

This map doesn't list every WiFi hotspot in Zagreb, but it's a good start. Additionally, there are

several Iskon and T-Com hotspots throughout the country.
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Education

1. School system

2. International Schools

3. Courses for Adults and Evening Class

4. Language courses

5. Erasmus
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School system

The Ministry of Science, Education and Sport is in charge of all administrative and other activities

pertaining to education in Croatia, including overseeing preschool, primary, and secondary

education, curricula design, and regulation of standards.

The educational system in Croatia includes preschool, elementary (or primary), secondary, and

higher education.

Primary Education

Preschool education in the Republic of Croatia encompasses education and care of children from

six months of age until school age. Croatian law states that it is the state's duty and obligation to

provide care for preschool-age children.

Elementary education in Croatian is mandatory and free for all children between the ages of six

and fifteen. From 1

st

to 4

th

grade, students are grouped into classes that are taught by one teacher

who covers subjects such as Croatian, mathematics, nature and society, visual art, and at least one

foreign language (usually English). From 5

th

to 8

th

grade, different teachers teach different subjects,

and history, geography, and the hard sciences are added to the curriculum. English is also taught,

often alongside a second foreign language (typically German, French, or Italian).

Secondary Education

Secondary education is open to all students, but it is not required by law. As part of its current

educational reforms, the Ministry of Science, Education and Sports hopes to gradually introduce

compulsory secondary education. The National Programme of Measures for the Introduction

of Compulsory Secondary Education was introduced in June 2007 and the majority of the

population – 83% of respondents – is in favor of these changes. 

There are two types of secondary schools in Croatia: gymnasiums and vocational schools .

Gymnasiums correspond to four different educational tracks, while vocational schools are dedicated

to a specialized trade. Students must pass the state graduation exam (Državna matura) to

complete their secondary school studies. The state graduation exam covers the subjects that the

pupil was taught during his or her four-year secondary education. Pupils of four-year vocational and

art high schools take an exam organized by their schools and prepare a final defense, but they may

also take the state graduation exams if they wish to do so.

Croatia has a binary higher education system. This means that students can choose between two

types of higher education: 

University (sveucilišta) studies are conducted at universities that offer an array of

academic programs. Universities consist of various faculties or departments and often

student centers, health facilities, libraries, and technological centers.

Professional studies are professional programs organized by polytechnics (veleucilišta) or

colleges (visoka škola). These programs are usually more specialized and focus on

professional skills. Professional programs may also be offered at universities.
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Over the last decade, the higher education system has been reformed to comply with the Bologna

Process, which aims to harmonize the systems of higher education in Europe. Since 2005, all

programs of study in Croatia have been aligned with Bologna requirements, and all students

graduating from these programs receive ECTS credits.

Private School

Private schools can offer an enhanced learning environment for some students. Some private

schools offer a special focus or program or subscribe to a particular teaching approach or

educational philosophy that may be worth paying extra for. It’s a good idea to visit potential private

schools to determine the best fit for you and your child.

Private schools in Zagreb:

Gimnazija Dr. Casl

Address: Dedici 12, 10000 Zagreb

This private high school was established in 2003 as a continuation of the private primary school

Kreativni razvoj. Croatian is the language of instruction, but English classes are mandatory and

taught daily.

Kindergarten Srceko

Address: Pantovcak 117, 10000 Zagreb

The language of instruction is Croatian, but English and other foreign languages are used freely.

Kreativni razvoj Primary School

Address: Dedici 12, 10000 Zagreb

Kreativni razvoj was established in 1995 as the first private elementary school in Zagreb. The

language of instruction is Croatian, but English language classes are mandatory and begin in

kindergarten.

Matija Gubec Primary School

Address: Davorina Bazjanca 2, 10000 Zagreb

The language of instruction is Croatian; there is also an English-language program.

Waldorf School of Zagreb

Address: Jakuševecka 6, 10000 Zagreb

The language of instruction is Croatian.

If you are interested internationally centered private schooling for your child, you might consider

one of Zagreb’s international schools.  See the section “International Schools” for more information.

Fees
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Fees vary from school to school and usually depend on the level of instruction. Be sure to inquire

about current rates and compare. You can expect to pay from 1,500 – 6,000 euros annually. There

may also be an application fee.

University

In accordance with the guidelines of the Bologna Process, the Croatian higher education system is

divided into three levels: undergraduate, graduate and postgraduate studies.

Because Croatia also has a binary higher education system, prospective students must choose

between university studies (which cover all three levels) and professional studies (which cover only

the first and second levels).

University Studies

Undergraduate university studies usually last for three to four years and students earn

180-240 ECTS credits. Upon completion, students are awarded the academic title of

Bachelor (prvostupnik) with reference to a specialization.

Graduate university studies typically last for one to two years after completion of

undergraduate studies, and students earn 60-120 ECTS credits. Upon completion graduate

studies, students are awarded the academic title of Master (magistar struke) with reference

to a specialization.

Postgraduate university studies are divided into specialist and doctoral studies.

Specialist studies last for one to two years and lead to specialization in a particular

profession. Upon completion, the student is awarded the title of University Specialist with

reference to a specialization. Doctoral studies last three years. Upon completion of

doctoral study and successful defense of the doctoral thesis, students are awarded the

academic title of Doctor of Science or Doctor of Arts (dr. sc. or dr. art.).

Professional Studies

Undergraduate professional studies typically last for two to three years and students

earn 120-180 ECTS credits. Sometimes professional studies may last up to four years and

students can earn up to 240 ECTS credits. Upon completion of professional studies with less

than 180 ECTS credits, students are awarded the professional title of strucni pristupnik with

reference to a specialization. Students who complete 180 ECTS credits or more are awarded

the professional title of Professional Bachelor (strucni prvostupnik) with reference to a

specialization.

Specialist professional graduate studies last one to two years and students can earn

60-120 ECTS credits. Upon completion, students are recognized as a specialist of the

profession.

Admissions

The admissions process and requirements can vary depending on the student and the type of

program they are applying to, so it’s best to check admissions requirements for each individual
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school.

A student may study in Croatia as a:

Degree-seeking student (undergraduate, graduate, postgraduate)

Exchange student (Erasmus, Erasmus Mundus, CEEPUS, bilateral agreements)

Guest student (short-term study)

Croatia is slated to enter the European Union on July 1, 2013. After that date, students who are

citizens of EU member states will be able to enroll in programs of study in Croatia under the same

conditions as Croatian citizens.

For undergraduate study in Croatia, there is a central online application system called Postani

Student. To complete your application for admission, you will need to provide personal information,

a record of academic performance, and information about any extracurricular activities.

For more information about academic programs in Croatia and the application process, the website

Study in Croatia is helpful.

Library

Nacionalna i sveucilišna knjižnica

The national library is also the main university library for the University of Zagreb. The library is

open to the public, but you must register first. Foreign nationals will be asked to provide their

passport. You will then be given a membership card that you must present every time you enter the

library. The current annual fee for foreign nationals is 100 kunas, but there are also temporary

registration options for shorter visits.

Knjižnice grada Zagreba

Zagreb City Libraries is a network of public libraries open to residents of Zagreb. There are many

branches throughout the city; you can find locations and hours on the library network map. Library

membership is open to any resident of Zagreb, and you can apply for a membership card at any

library branch. Membership is valid for one year.

Knjižnica i citaonica Bogdana Ogrizovica

The library branch located near Flower Square (Cvjetni trg) at Preradoviceva 5, has a selection of

foreign language literature and houses the American Corner, a collection of books, magazines,

newspapers, CDs, and DVDs that focus on American history and culture. The collection was

established in partnership with the US Embassy and aims to serve as a meeting place for Croatian

and American culture.

International Schools

International schools may help to create a familiar environment for children of expatriate families,

but they also promote cross-cultural learning and provide a diverse environment. Typically,
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international schools function as private schools in that they require an admission application and

tuition.  

International Baccalaureate (IB)

The IB program is offered by several private schools in Zagreb. It is taught under the supervision of

the International Baccalaureate Organization. All students study languages, social science,

experimental science, mathematics and arts.

The IB is divided into three programs determined by age:

1. Primary Years Program (PYP) ages 3-12

2. Middle Years Program (MYP) ages 11-16

3. Diploma Program (DP) ages 16-18

International Schools in Zagreb

American International School

Address: Vocarska 106, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia

Tuition Rates: 6 275€ - 16 640€ per year

The American School of Zagreb was founded in May 1966 is the most widely recognized

international school in Zagreb. It has kindergarten, elementary, middle, and high school programs.

The curriculum is based on the American public school system, and International Baccalaureate is

offered at the high school level. Instruction in English, but much of the student population speaks

Croatian and other foreign languages fluently. Currently, 255 students representing 33 different

nationalities attend AISZ.

The Learning Tree International Kindergarten (TLT)

Address: Lovcenska ulica 38, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia

Tel: +385-1-464-6566

Tuition Rates: 2,300 - 3,500 kn per month

An international kindergarten accredited by the Ministry of Education, Science and Sports in

Croatia. Caters to children from 2 to 6 with instruction in English.

French International School in Zagreb

École Française de Zagreb

Address: Fratrovac 36, 10000 Zagreb

Tuition Rates: 30 205 - 48 960 HRK per year

The French School of Zagreb was established in 1996. It now has an enrollment of about 100

students representing some 10 nationalities from kindergarten to 9

th

grade. Courses comply with

the French curriculum, but Croatian language, history, and geography courses are offered in

compliance with the Croatian curriculum.
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German International School in Zagreb

Deutsche Internationale Schule

Address: Fratrovac 36, 10000 Zagreb

Tuition Rates: Inquire at school

The German International School of Zagreb opened in September 2004. The language of instruction

is German, but there are beginning German classes for students who are not proficient in German.

Kindergarten, primary school, and high school programs are offered.

Courses for Adults and Evening Class

Taking classes is an excellent way to widen your social circle and pick up a new skill. There are

several institutions in Zagreb offering courses for adults. 

Pucko otvoreno uciliste (Public Open University) is the largest adult education institution in Croatia.

In addition to foreign language, computer software, and professional courses, PUO offers a number

of cultural classes, including dance, fine arts, and photography. Contact to inquire about courses in

English and other foreign languages.

Art

Centar za likovni odgoj, located at the memorial center of Croatian painter Jozo Kljakovic, offers

courses in drawing, painting, sculpture, and ceramics.

Centar Staze offers unique creative therapy workshops that combine dance, fine arts, and

meditation.  

Cooking

Plavi lonac is a cooking school that focuses on international cuisine.

Dance

Zagrebacki plesni centar offers several dance classes and workshops, from kinetic dance to

classical ballet.

Photography

Foto Klub Zagreb organizes courses in photography.

Also see our article on Language Courses
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Language courses

Languages in Croatia

Croatian is the official language of Croatia, with over 90% of Croatian citizens claiming it as their

native language. German, Italian, and Serbian are common second languages. It’s important to

note that though Croatian, Serbian, Bosnian, and Montenegrin are very similar and were once (and

often still) referred to collectively as "Serbo-Croat", they are recognized today as separate

languages. The distinction is more political than linguistic. There are some variations in vocabulary

and grammar, but if you understand one language, you will understand them all.

Croatian has three standard dialects, but there are actually several more. Croatian is a very colorful

language that relies heavily on regional slang, and it seems that almost every small town and island

has its own linguistic idiosyncrasies and special vocabulary.

Though most residents of Croatia speak at least working English, learning the language will help

you navigate everyday life with greater ease and better connect with locals. Enrolling in a language

course is also a great way to meet people.

Schools

There are several language schools in Zagreb that offer Croatian language courses for foreigners.

Programs vary in length and number of sessions per week, so it’s a good idea to shop around to

find the course that best fits your schedule and the level of intensity you desire.

Affiliated with the University of Zagreb, Croaticum is one of the most well known and respected

Croatian language programs in Zagreb. Classes are paired with social activities and lectures, and

students receive ECTS credits for completing semester courses. Croaticum also offers a three-week

summer school. 

Other Croatian language schools in Zagreb include:

Berlitz

EdukaCentar

Eureka Centar

Smart škola stranih jezika

Sokrat

Sputnik Croatian Language Academy

Svjetski jezici

Private Lessons

Private lessons are another option for students who want individualized lessons and one-on-one

practice. Private lessons are generally more expensive than group lessons, but they may also be

more effective, depending on your learning style. Most of the language schools above offer

individual lessons and they may also be combined with group lessons for supplemental instruction.
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Another option is to find a private instructor through Moje Instrukcije or simply by word of mouth.

Working with a private instructor independently is usually less expensive than working with one

through a language school.

Language Exchange

If you’re looking for a more relaxed approach to learning Croatian, consider participating in a

language exchange. With such an arrangement, you have the opportunity to practice Croatian with

a native speaker, who in turn has the opportunity to practice English (or your mother tongue) with

you. Another advantage to this arrangement is that your language partner can answer cultural

questions, show you around your new city, and perhaps even become a friend. You can look for a

language exchange partner on EasyExpat's forums.

Erasmus

The Erasmus Programme (EuRopean Community Action Scheme for the Mobility of University

Students) promotes cooperation between European universities and allows for full academic

recognition of studies and qualifications throughout the European Union. The Programme is named

after Desiderius Erasmus of Rotterdam, a 16

th

-century Dutch scholar. An orphan who received a

religious education, Erasmus eventually earned a doctorate in Paris and developed his own unique

methods and theories concerning teaching. He continued his work by bequeathing his fortune to

the University of Basel as a precursor of mobility grants.

Established in 1987, the successful program continues to adjust to the changing needs and

demands of the students and EU. Erasmus+, which will replace the many different exchange

programs (Erasmus, Leonardo da Vinci, Comenius, Grundtvig, Youth in Action, Erasmus Mundus,

Tempus, Alfa, Edulink) of the Lifelong Learning Programme (LLP) to reduce administration costs,

duplication, and fragmentation, is due to start in 2014.

Croatia has participated in the Erasmus Programme since 2011. A list of higher education

institutions that hold the Erasmus University Charter is available here.

Erasmus Programme

The Erasmus Programme offers the possibility of studying abroad for between 3 months and 1 year,

with scholarships, grants, and transferable tuition.

Objectives 

To enable students to benefit educationally, linguistically and culturally from the experience

of learning in other European countries;

To promote co-operation between institutions and to enrich the educational environment of

host institutions;

To contribute to the development of a pool of well-qualified, open-minded and

internationally experienced young people as future professionals.

Who is Eligible?
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Eligible students must be enrolled at higher education institution that holds an ERASMUS University

Charter, and at least the sending or the receiving country must be an EU member state. The

student must be enrolled at least in the second year of higher education studies. Students are also

eligible if they are enrolled in a short-term higher vocational education course or if they are a

part-time student that will study full time while abroad. Postgraduate students may also participate

in Erasmus if they have not already exceeded their grant quota.

Erasmus also offers education and training opportunities for teaching and non-teaching staff. It's a

great opportunity to teach or work in another EU country and to learn more about their educational

system.

Programmes

Erasmus Study Mobility

Students can take part in the Erasmus study mobility program at any time during their degree,

except during the first year. When you go will depend on the structure of your degree and the

arrangements your university has with its partners. Credit is given by the home institution.

Work Placement

Work placements need to be approved by the home institution, with an agreement between the

student, institution and employer. Students in their first year of study are eligible for work

placements. Some employers offer a basic income in addition to grants. Work placement offers

credit and recognition by the home institution.

The Language Assistant program allows participants to improve language skills and explore a new

community. Language assistantships in other EU, EEA member states or Turkey are now considered

work placements under Erasmus. Undergraduates participating in the official Language Assistants

Programme are eligible for Erasmus status, subject to eligibility criteria being met.

Note that the language of instruction may be different than that of your home institution. Some

institutions organize tests and select the students based on their skills on the language, such as the

Deutsches Sprachdiplom in German, Dele in Spanish, or TOEFL in English. Erasmus Intensive

Language Courses may be offered at host universities.

Participating Countries

Participating countries include countries in the EU, EEA, and candidate countries. Students from all

subject areas can participate, however, not all institutions offer Erasmus for all subjects. Do your

research and make sure the institution you want to go to offers courses in your area of study.

Duration of the Programme

Students may study abroad for between three months and an academic year. For students in

short-term higher vocational education courses, the minimum period for a work placement is two

months. You can combine a study period with a work placement (providing there are no gaps
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between the two activities), so a single Erasmus period with funding may last for up to 24 months.

How to Apply

It is advisable to start preparing for your stay at least a year before departure. The sooner you start

planning, the better chance you have of finding the right program and submitting your application

materials before important deadlines.

The home institution of the student applies to its national agency for Erasmus mobility grants, while

the student applies to his or her home institution. Students apply through their university with an

Erasmus Coordinator in their subject area. Applicants must submit:

Level of qualifications

Level of language

Current degree

Desired courses

Applicants should be prepared to submit certified copies of all diplomas since high school.

Translations may be required.

Tuition & Grants

Students currently benefit from a tuition fee-waiver scheme, meaning that students participating in

an Erasmus program for a full academic year are not required to pay tuition to their host institution

in addition to their home institution. However, if you study abroad for less than a year, you will

have to pay tuition fees to the host institution.

Students may receive an Erasmus grant for study or work placement. These are supplementary,

non-repayable grants intended to offset any additional expenses incurred while abroad. All

participating students are welcome to apply for grants. Grant values vary depending on the country

you visit:

Band 1 (Bulgaria, Romania) - €270/month

Band 2 (Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Greece, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta,

Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia, Turkey) - €310/month

Band 3 (Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Iceland, Ireland, Italy,

Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, UK)

- €370/month

Students undertaking short-term work placements can receive additional supplementary funding in

order to offset the relatively high initial set-up costs of such placements. This includes a one-off

supplementary grant of €250 to assist with expenses relating to short-term accommodation. Up to

€300 can be paid to each student for travel costs.

Erasmus grants are paid through your home institution and in addition to the standard grants or

loans to which you are entitled. The total duration of all grants may not exceed 24 months.
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ECTS

The European Credit Transfer System (ECTS) provides uniform credit across different educational

institutions. Credits are based on student workload, which consists of the time required to complete

all planned learning activities such as attending lectures, seminars, independent and private study,

preparation of projects, examinations, etc. One credit is equivalent to around 25 to 30 working

hours with 60 credits representing the workload of a year of study (usually 30 credits per semester

and 20 credits per trimester). Credits can only be obtained after the successful completion and

assessment of the required work.

To fully understand how the system works, read our article on the ECTS.
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Healthcare

1. How to find a General Practitioner, doctor, physician

2. Medicines, Hospitals

3. International healthcare, medical insurance
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How to find a General Practitioner, doctor,

physician

The Healthcare System

Croatia's national healthcare system is under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Health. All Croatian

citizens and foreign nationals who have permanent residency or are employed in Croatia have

access to national health insurance, which is regulated by the Hrvatski zavod za zdravstveno

osiguranje (HZZO), or Croatian Institute for Health Insurance.

Foreigners may also have health benefits if their country of origin has a reciprocal health insurance

agreement with Croatia. In addition to national public healthcare, private healthcare is also

available.

General Practitioner/Doctor

Each area of Zagreb has its own health center (Dom zdravlja) associated with the national

healthcare system. If you are registered with HZZO, this is where you go for primary care and

specialist referrals, if necessary. Seeing your primary care doctor is fairly straightforward. You don't

need to make an appointment - patients are treated on a walk-in basis. Generally, wait times are

not very long.

Many expats and Croatian citizens, however, choose to go to a private doctor. Private facilities are

often newer and more modern, however both public and private facilities are well equipped. There

are many private poliklinika in Zagreb, which are clinics with primary care practitioners and

specialists.

Doctors in Croatia generally speak at least working English, and most are proficient speakers of

English or other foreign languages.

If you are enrolled in the national health care system, no payment is made directly to your doctor.

At private clinics, you must pay for treatment at the time of service. Some clinics accept credit card

payments, but smaller practices often only take cash, so it's best to verify accepted methods of

payment before your appointment.

How to Find a Doctor

If you are registered with the national health care system, you will simply go the nearest Dom

zdravlja for general health concerns; your doctor will then refer you to a specialist or a hospital if

necessary. A full list of Dom zdravlja is provided online by the City of Zagreb.

If you are looking for a private doctor, word of mouth is often the best way to find a doctor you'll

feel comfortable with. You may also check with your embassy, as they might have a list of

recommended doctors who speak your native language. If you have travelers' insurance or are

covered by another insurance plan, consult with your insurance company for recommended clinics.
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Dentist

Most dental procedures are covered by Croatian national health insurance. In general, medical

procedures are covered, while cosmetic procedures may not be. There might be a surcharge for

certain services: for example, regular fillings are covered by national health insurance, but white

composite fillings come at an extra charge.

There are also many private dentists in Zagreb whose rates may be much less what you would pay

in your home country. In fact, Croatia is becoming a recognized dental tourism destination. Several

dental clinics in Zagreb cater specifically to foreigners who are looking for affordable and quality

dental care, with some even offering to pay their clients' accommodation.

Again, word of mouth is a great way to find a dentist, but a quick Google search will also bring up

clinics in Zagreb whose services are particularly foreigner-friendly.

Medicines, Hospitals

Hospital

To call an ambulance, dial 194. You may reach someone who doesn't speak your native language,

so being able to provide at least your location will be helpful.

Hospitals are all associated with the national healthcare system, but any patient will be treated in

an emergency, regardless of whether he or she is enrolled in HZZO. Hospitals operate 24 hours a

day, and each hospital has an emergency room (hitna služba or trauma).

Hospitals in Zagreb:

Klinicka bolnica Merkur - Zajceva 19; Tel.: +385 (0)1 24 31 390

Klinicka bolnica Sveti Duh - Sveti duh 64; Tel.: +385 (0) 1 3712 111

Klinicka bolnica Dubrava - Avenija Gojka Šuška 6; Tel.: +385 (0) 1 2902 444

Klinicki bolnicki centar Zagreb (Rebro) - Kišpaticeva 12; Tel.: +385 (0) 1 2388 888

Klinicki bolnicki centar Zagreb (Šalata) - Šalata 2-4; Tel.: +385 (0) 1 4554 333

Klinicki bolnicki centar Sestre milosrdnice - Vinogradska 29; Tel.: +385 (0) 1 3787 111

Klinika za djecje bolesti Zagreb (Klaiceva Children's Hospital) - Klaiceva 16; Tel.: +385 (0) 1

4600 111

Klinika za traumatologiju (Traumatology Clinic) - Draškoviceva 19; Tel.: +385 (0) 1 4697 000

Pharmacy

Pharmacies are called "ljekarna," and they are very common throughout the city. Pharmacies are

easily identified by their green, cross-shaped signs that are usually lit up during working hours. In

Zagreb, pharmacies are generally open from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. Monday through Friday and

from 8:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. on Saturdays, though hours do vary from location to location. Gradska

ljekarna Zagreb, one chain of pharmacies, provides a map of locations online.

There are five city pharmacies that are open 24 hours a day, including Sundays and holidays:
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Trg bana J. Jelacica 3; Tel. +385 (0) 1 4816 198

Ilica 301; Tel. +385 (0) 1 3750 321

Grižanska 4 , Tel. +385 (0) 1 2992 350

Av. V. Holjevca 22, Tel. +385 (0) 1 6525 425

Ozaljska 1, Tel. +385 (0) 1 3097 586

To purchase a prescription medication, you will need a doctor's prescription. However, for less

serious conditions such as cold, flu, and minor aches and pains, there are many effective "over the

counter" medications available. In general, pharmacists in Zagreb speak English well, and can

advise you on a medication to treat your symptoms.

The cost of medications depends on the product. There is a list of medications that are free to

patients with national health insurance, but if the medication you need is not on this list or you do

not have Croatian health insurance, you will have to pay for the medication yourself.

International healthcare, medical insurance

Though Croatia has a modern public healthcare system and foreign nationals who are employed or

have permanent residency in Croatia are eligible for Croatian national health insurance (see "The

Healthcare System"), many expats choose to see private doctors. It's also possible to supplement

national healthcare with private healthcare.

Private Healthcare

Choosing private healthcare is a good option for expats who are not eligible for national healthcare

and for patients who want easier access to specialists and a wide range of services. Wait times can

be decreased at private clinics, although this is not always true.

Many people who choose private healthcare simply pay out of pocket, meaning they are personally

responsible for paying their bill in full. For many expats, private healthcare services in Croatia are

much less expensive than what they would pay for similar services in their home countries. Though

costs vary from clinic to clinic, an office visit to a general practitioner or a specialist generally costs

around 300 kuna. Of course, additional treatment or services will cost more.

Private Health Insurance

In addition to public health insurance, there is also private health insurance available at very

affordable rates. Generally, you pay a monthly fee for a package that includes a predetermined

number of annual doctor's visits and health services. However, expats may not be eligible for

private health insurance unless they have permanent residency in Croatia.

When choosing private insurance, be sure to consider your healthcare priorities, your budget, and

your current healthcare providers. Usually private clinics do not accept every type of private

insurance, so if you already have a doctor that you particularly like, verify which insurance plans he

or she accepts.

Private insurance providers include:
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Basler osiguranje

Croatia osiguranje

Croatia zdravstveno osiguranje

Grawe

Merkur

International and Expat Health Insurance

Many insurance companies offer extended travel insurance and expat insurance. This is an

excellent option for individuals who are traveling to Croatia or another country and want full

coverage while at home and abroad. There are many insurance companies that offer travel and

expat insurance, so spend some time comparing plans to determine which plan is best for you. Be

sure to consider the length of time you will be abroad and the flexibility the plan provides. You

might also choose to work with an insurance broker, who will help you find a plan meets your

needs.

Collective Buying Websites

There are several collective or group buying websites in Croatia that offer deals on goods and

services at significantly reduced prices. Several of these websites run very affordable deals for

private health services, such as systematic checkups, specialist exams, blood tests, and more. It

may seem strange at first to snag a deal on something like a gynecological exam, but plenty of

people have done it, and the savings are usually significant. The downside is that a specific clinic

offers the service, so you may have to go to a doctor you are not familiar with to take advantage of

the deal.

The process is simple. You just purchase the deal online with a credit card and take your

confirmation code or receipt to your appointment.

Collective buying websites with health deals in Croatia include:

Crno Jaje

KupiMe

MegaPopust
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Practical Life

1. Bank services

2. Shopping

3. Mobile Phone

4. Transport

5. Childcare, Babysitting
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Bank services

Currency

Croatian currency is the kuna, which is the Croatian word for "marten." The marten is a mammal

whose fur was of monetary value and used as currency in the region during the Middle Ages. "Kn" is

the abbreviation for kuna in Croatia. The international abbreviation is "HRK."

One kuna is subdivided into 100 lipa. "Lipa" is the Croatian word for "linden tree."

ATM and Credit Cards

ATMs are plentiful, particularly in the city center. Called "bankomat," most ATMs accept Visa,

MasterCard, Amex, Cirrus, Plus and Maestro cards. Cash withdrawals from some ATMs may be

accompanied by a fee. Check with your bank for details.

Exchange

Often the most convenient way to obtain foreign currency is to withdraw cash from an ATM. This

method can also yield the best exchange rates.

However, currency exchange offices, called "mjenjacnica" are abundant in the center and easy to

spot, thanks to their bright yellow signs. Most Croatians prefer to exchange money at exchange

offices. The rates are good and usually commission isn't charged at city center locations, but be

sure to double check before you trade in your foreign currency.

You may also exchange money at hotels, banks, and at airport exchange offices, though these

locations are more apt to charge commission.

Electronic Transfers

Though it depends on your bank, international wire or electronic transfers generally carry a fee that

can be quite steep. There may also be a currency exchange fee. However, it's possible to open a

foreign currency account in addition to your kuna account, which may help you to avoid some fees.

To complete a transfer, you will need to gather some information about the receiving institution.

Necessary Information:

Complete name of the bank

Complete address of the bank

SWIFT number (this is an internationally used system of numbers that identifies each bank)

Name on the account

Account number that the funds should be deposited into (IBAN for European transfers)
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Open an Account

Most major banks in Croatia allow foreign nationals to set up non-resident accounts. Though basic

services will be comparable from bank to bank, each offers slightly different account options and

charges different fees for services. Do a little research, ask friends about their banking preferences,

and perhaps consult with representatives at the banks you are interested in to help you decide.

It's not necessarily difficult to set-up an account, but you do need to bring documentation with you.

In addition to your passport, you may be asked to supply your OIB (personal identification number)

and proof of address, though any visa paperwork you have should supply this information.

Banks usually issue a debit card to each new account holder. A debit card allows you to use ATMs to

withdraw money and make payments that are directly debited from your account. The card will

likely be sent to your address, and a pin code necessary to complete transactions will be mailed to

you a few days later.

Most banks offer online banking that allows you to check your balance, transfer money, and make

payments online.

Banks

Open hours vary from branch to branch, but most banks are open during regular business hours.

Some stay open until 7:00 p.m. They typically have abbreviated hours on Saturdays and are closed

on Sundays.

Erste bank

Hrvatska poštanska banka

Privredna banka Zagreb

Raiffeisen

Zagrebacka banka

Shopping

Zagreb is not exactly what you'd call a shopping destination, but nevertheless there are plenty of

shops and markets where your money will be well spent.

Specialties

One of Croatia's claims to fame is that it is responsible for introducing the world to the necktie, or

cravat. As the story goes, Louis XIII of France took a liking to the colorful scarves Croatian

mercenaries wore knotted at their necks as part of their military attire. Louis adopted the fashion

and the necktie was born. (The word "cravat" likely comes from a French interpretation of the

Croatian word for "Croat" - "Hrvat.") Croata is the most well-known retailer of neckties, with

locations throughout the country.
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Traditional arts and crafts that make great souvenirs are Croatian lace, wooden toys from

Zagorje, the region just north of Zagreb, and licitar hearts - decorated, heart-shaped gingerbread

cookies that have become a symbol of Zagreb. All three of these crafts are inscribed on UNESCO's

Intangible Cultural Heritage list.

There are many culinary specialties that are also worth purchasing, such as rakija, Croatian brandy

made from seemingly every fruit, nut, or herb that grows in Croatia, and a range of meat products,

from pršut, dry-cured ham, to kulen, a paprika-spiced sausage.

Croatia is also a notable producer of olive oil and lavender, and a number of culinary and beauty

products incorporating these ingredients can be found.

Shopping Areas

Ilica, the street running west from the main square, is Zagreb's major shopping street. Here you'll

find small local shops as well as major retailers, such as Zara, H&M, and United Colors of Benetton,

intermixed with cafes, bakeries, and sweet shops.

The pedestrian side streets branching north and south from Ilica are also home to a number of

boutiques, specialty shops, and restaurants.

Markets

One of the major perks about living is Zagreb is its numerous open-air markets that sell fresh

produce daily. There is usually a much greater selection of fruits and vegetables at markets than at

supermarkets, and the quality is usually better, as well.

Several years ago, all of the produce for sale was local, but now there are many vendors who resell

imported produce. If you prefer to buy local produce, look for a signs that provide the information

about the location and registration of the producer. Usually there is a jumble of numbers, but you

should be able to find the city or at the very least "Hrvatska" (Croatia) amid the jumble.

Produce is sold by the kilo. You are generally invited to choose your produce yourself,  and often

you are welcome to taste before you buy. Keep in mind that markets are generally cash only, and it

helps to know some Croatian, as many vendors do not speak a great deal of English. However,

pointing and signing works well enough. Try to get to the markets early, as most close up by 2 or

3:00 p.m.

A complete list of Zagreb's markets with information about working hours and vendors is available

online. Listed are a few of the most well-known markets in the center:

Hrelic

Zagreb's flea market, is worth mentioning in any shopping guide, even if more for the experience

than the goods. There's a whole lot of junk for sale at Hrelic, but if you're diligent, you can find

some real gems. It's a great spot for digging up socialist-era artifacts. The market is located at

Sajmisna cesta and it is best to visit on the weekend. 
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Britanski trg          

This small square (actually more of a triangle) off of Ilica, west of the main square, houses a couple

of cafes, a fruit and vegetable market, and an antiques market. Typical fare includes books, jewelry,

postcards, paintings, and sometimes furniture. Prices are much higher than at Hrelic, but

occasionally you'll find a good deal.

Dolac

The oldest and largest market in Zagreb, Dolac is located just north of the main square, Trg bana

Jelacica. Dolac is split into two levels: the top level is where you will find fruits, vegetables, and fish,

and the lower level houses meats, cheese and milk, and bread. There are also several vendors at

Dolac who sell souvenirs, baskets, wooden toys, and traditional textiles.

Tržnica Kvatric

Kvaternikov trg is a small square with a few coffee shops east of the main square. The market is

nearby, and meat, fish, fruits and vegetables are available.

Tržnica Trešnjevka

This market, west of Cibona tower, is quite large and offers a good selection of fruit, vegetables,

and milk products. There is a small fish market and a few meat vendors.

Supermarkets

There are international and national supermarket chains in Croatia. Most large supermarkets are

located outside of the city center, often near shopping malls. Within the city center, there are

smaller corner grocery stores every couple of blocks or so. Hours vary, but generally supermarkets

close by 10:00 p.m. and have limited hours on Sundays.

Grocery stores in Croatia include:

Billa

Diona

Interspar

Konzum

Lidl

Mercator

Plodine

Prehrana

Natural Food Stores

Grocery stores in Croatia are not known for their variety. It can be difficult to find international

foods, as well as foods that fit special diets. Natural food stores - grocery stores that carry natural
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or organic products that often cater to vegetarian, vegan, and gluten-free diets - are beginning to

catch on, but there aren't many of them and they're generally very expensive.

There are three currently natural food grocers in Zagreb:

Bio&bio

Moj bio

Garden

Mobile Phone

Croatia has a high mobile phone (mobitel) penetration rate. Almost everyone has a mobile phone,

and mobile phones can even used to perform transactions such as purchasing a tram ticket or

paying parking fees.

The GSM band in Croatia is 900/1800, as in the rest of Europe. If you are moving from North

America or South America, you may be unable to use your mobile phone in Croatia. Basic mobile

phones are affordable, however, and can be purchased at news-stands, post offices, and gas

stations.

Providers

There are five mobile phone providers in Croatia:

T-com

Tele2

Vip

BonBon (uses T-com's network)

Tomato (uses Vip's network)

Contracts

Each provider offers several different service plans. Prepaid plans often require you to sign a

contract, although occasionally there are exceptions. If you don't plan to be in Croatia for an

extended period of time, make sure you choose a flexible plan or perhaps opt to pay as you go.

There are some basic points to consider when choosing a plan.

Personal Use: Evaluate how much you use the phone, when, where you are calling, how

often you use short message services (SMS), if you use the phone abroad, etc.

Coverage: Most important if you live in a remote place or regularly using the mobile while

traveling in the countryside as most companies offer decent coverage.

Fees & Rates: Each operator offers several different plans and options. Investigate the

plans carefully and evaluate your needs.
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Pay As You Go

Every mobile phone provider offers prepaid or pay as you go options. This is a great option for

expats and tourists visiting Croatia because it's a very simple process and rates are affordable.

You can purchase a SIM card for most providers from news-stands. Once you purchase your SIM

card, you can put it in your phone (provided your phone is unlocked for use with any provider) and

start making calls. To upgrade to a prepaid plan with better rates, you must add credit to your

account and then text the name of the plan you want to a specified number. Information about

different prepaid plans can be found online on the provider's website.

To add credit to your account, purchase a "bon" from the news-stand and dial the numerical code,

which will credit your account. You can also purchase bons at most ATMs and grocery stores.

Transport

Public Transportation

Zagreb is a compact city, and most of its cultural hotspots are located within walking distance from

one another in the city center. The center is connected with other neighborhoods by an efficient

network of trams and buses. Zagreb's public transport system - which also includes a historic

funicular that provides a quick lift to Upper Town - is collectively under the acronym ZET (Zagreb

Electric Tram).

Tram

Zagreb's tram network consists of fifteen daytime lines, which run every few minutes from 4:00

a.m. to midnight. You can download a tram map and check out schedules on ZET's website.

From 12:00 to 4:00 a.m., you can catch one of four night buses that follow the direction of the

daytime lines.

Some tram stops have helpful digital marquis that inform you, in minutes, how far away the next

tram is.

Bus

Trams will take you almost anywhere you need to go in the center, but there are also bus lines that

will take you to locations beyond the tramlines. There are 129 daytime lines and four nighttime

lines.

Both buses and trams are reliable, and though you may have to wait a few minutes here and there,

generally they run on schedule and are very frequent.

Tickets
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Tickets may be used on both trams and buses and are valid for 90 minutes. There are three ways to

purchase ZET tickets: at newsstands, with your mobile phone, or from the driver.

If you have a Croatian SIM card, you can use your mobile phone to purchase a ticket by texting

"ZG" to the number 8585. Within a minute or two, you'll receive an electronic ticket.

If you buy a paper ticket, make sure to validate it once you board. Ticket validation boxes are

located at the front and rear of trams and buses.

Tickets vary in price depending on the type of ticket and where you buy it, and they are relatively

expensive. A paper ticket purchased at newsstand or an electronic ticket purchased with a mobile

phone costs 12 kunas. If you buy a ticket from the driver, you'll pay 15 kunas. Tickets purchased

between midnight and 4:00 a.m. are much more expensive, jumping to 20 kunas at newsstands

and 25 kunas when bought from the driver or with your phone. It may actually be cheaper to take a

taxi. See the "Taxi" section below for more information.

You may prefer to buy a monthly card, which is a better deal if you use public transportation

frequently. As of April 2013, the prepaid card costs 360 kuna per month. For students and

pensioners, the card costs 120 kuna per month.

Bus/Metro: http://www.zet.hr

 

Train

Hrvatske željeznice (Croatian Railways) is the national railway company of Croatia. While Zagreb is

well connected with several international destinations, such as Vienna, Ljubljana, Budapest, and

Belgrade by train, the rail system within Croatia is not very well established. It's generally faster to

travel by bus. The shortest train journey to Split, for example, is a little over six hours. By

comparison, a bus ride to Split is generally right around five hours. A train ride to Varaždin lasts

about two hours and twenty minutes, while the journey by bus is about an hour and fifteen minutes.

Traveling by train, however, can be a novel experience and offer views you wouldn't get from the

highway, and train tickets are often cheaper than bus tickets.

Tickets

You must go to the train station to purchase tickets. The main train station in Zagreb, called Glavni

kolodvor, has national and international ticket desks staffed all day. Most staff members speak a bit

of English, but it' a good idea to check timetables online first and print out (or write down) any

important information so that you can clarify which train you want in case there' any confusion.

Train: http://www.hzpp.hr/Default.aspx
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Bus

Traveling by bus is the most popular and often the most economical way to travel around Croatia.

There is no national bus company, but you can find information about all departures from the

Zagreb on the official website of the Zagreb bus station (Autobusni kolodvor).

There is a new website, Bus Croatia, that is a very helpful resource for bus travel in Croatia. You can

search timetables online and find out important information about bus stations around the country.

Tickets

You must purchase tickets in person, at the bus station. Sometimes tickets can be reserved over

the phone for a small fee. During the summer months, it's wise to purchase your ticket a day or two

in advance for buses heading to the coast, as they fill up very quickly. Always come prepared with

enough cash for your ticket, as you may not be able to use a credit card.

There is also a small charge for luggage, usually 5-10 kunas per bag.

Ferry/Boat

Living in Zagreb, you won't be riding any ferries or boats to get around, but if you spend any time

on the coast you're almost guaranteed to find yourself on a ferry at some point. There are domestic

lines that run between coastal towns and to and from islands, and there are also several

international lines to Italian port cities.

Jadrolinija is Croatia's largest ferry company, operating both national and international lines.

Plane

Zagreb International Airport (ZAG), also called Pleso Airport, is Croatia's main international airport.

Located about 15 kilometers from the city center, the ride to and from the airport takes about 30

minutes.

Transport to/from Airport

Shuttle: Pleso Transport Company operates a bus that runs between Zagreb Airport and the main

bus station (Autobusni kolodvor). Buses leave the airport every half hour between 7:00 a.m. and

8:00 p.m. After 8:00 p.m., buses depart shortly after all regularly scheduled flights. Buses leave the

bus station for the airport regularly from 4:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m, but make sure to double-check the

schedule online before you leave. A one-way ticket costs 30 kunas.

Drive: If you're driving to the airport, make your way from the center to highway D30. Turn left

onto Ulica Rudolfa Fizira, and you'll head straight into the airport.

Taxi: You can call any of Zagreb's taxi companies (see below) to arrange a ride from the center of

Zagreb to the airport. Expect to pay around 100 kunas. From the airport, you can catch a cab from

the airport taxi stand, but it will likely cost double what you'd pay if you call ahead and schedule a

pickup.
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Taxi

Taxis in Zagreb are affordable, easy to find, and generally a great way to get around the city,

especially if you are traveling with a group. You can get almost anywhere in the center for less than

40 kunas, which, depending on the number of passengers and time of day, can be less expensive

than riding public transportation. Taking a taxi to the airport will run right around 100 kunas.

All taxi rides are metered, but each taxi company charges its own rates, keeping the market

competitive. Be aware that there usually is a connection fee when calling taxi companies. The main

companies are listed below.

EkoTaxi

Starting rate of 8.80 kunas; 6 kunas per kilometer.

Tel.: 060 7777 or 1414 from Croatian numbers.

Radio Taxi Zagreb

Starting rate of 10 kunas; 6 kunas per kilometer.

Tel.: 060 800 800 or 1777 from a Croatian number.

Taxi Cammeo

Starting rate of 15 kunas, which includes two free kilometers. Every kilometer after that is 6.00

kunas.

Tel.: 060 7100 or 1212 from a Croatian number.

Tipping

Tips are graciously accepted, but not expected. The rule of thumb is to simply round up. For

example, if your ride costs 18 kuna, you can give your driver 20. You can bump a 95 kuna ride to

the airport up to 100, if you feel it was a smooth, quick journey.

Car Hire

Renting a car is an excellent option for travelers who want more freedom and flexibility. Car rentals

are easy to arrange in advance online or at major points of entry when you arrive. To find the best

deals, it's wise to shop around online. Several major car rental companies are located at the

airports in larger cities.

The minimum age for car rental is 25, but most companies allow younger drivers to rent with the

addition of an underage driver fee. Croatian cars usually come with a manual transmission, but cars

with an automatic transmission are sometimes available.

Driving Licenses

There is currently (as of May 2013) no common EU driving license, however, licenses issued by

different EU countries are recognized in other EU member states. Some car rental companies

require an international driving permit, so it's a good idea to double check before you pick up your
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car. You can obtain an international driving permit at any AAA location.

Roadways & Rules

In Croatia, you drive on the right side of the road and pass on the left. Seat belts are mandatory for

the driver and all passengers. No right turn is allowed at a red light, and at unmarked intersections,

the driver on the right has priority. While driving, you must use a hands-free device to talk on your

mobile phone.

Within the city, the standard speed limit is 50 kilometers per hour. Outside the center, the speed

limit climbs to 90 kph, and on highways, you can go up to 140 kph.

Tolls are collected on Croatia's new highway system. You may pay in cash or with a credit card at

the tollbooths, or you can purchase an ETC (electronic toll collection) device to place in your vehicle

if you plan to do a lot of driving in Croatia. Using an ETC provides significant discounts on tolls.

For information about highway conditions, tolls, and becoming an ETC subscriber, visit the official

website of Croatian Motorways (Hrvatske autoceste).

Zagreb Map: http://www.karte.hr/karta-zagreba

Croatia Map: http://hac-onc.hr/interaktivna-karta-autocesta-

 

Childcare, Babysitting

For parents who work full time, childcare may be a necessity. Some parents choose to employ a

nanny, while others prefer to take their children to a daycare center. It is important to find a

daycare that works for you and your child. Some factors to consider:

Budget: Your budget may help narrow down your choices. Take into account the number of hours

and time to day you will need a sitter to determine your total costs.

Language: You may want to enroll your child in a foreign or bilingual daycare. Many schools,

especially those with an international emphasis, employ dual or even tri-lingual staff and encourage

the use of multiple languages.

Age of children: Daycare facilities often set an age range. Some schools require that children be

potty-trained.

Location: This is often a deciding factor. The easier the commute, the happier the parent and

child.

Services provided: Some facilities offer occasional care or partial care (i.e. 3 days a week or half

day programs), while other facilities only offer full-time programs.
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When choosing a care center, also inquire about staff turnover. Consistency in caregivers is a major

benefit for your child.

Prices

Prices for childcare vary, but you can expect to pay around 2,000 kunas monthly for full-time care.

Private daycares may charge more. The Learning Tree, an international daycare in Zagreb, for

example, charges 3,500 kuna per month for full-time care.

Childcare Facilities

How to Find Childcare Facility

Like many other services, the best way to find a good childcare facility is by word of mouth. You

might meet local parents at the park, playground, or even on online forums, like EasyExpat' Croatia

forum and networks. Expat-oriented clubs are also a great place to meet new people and get

recommendations. Check with your embassy for recommendations on international clubs and

groups. Once you've pinpointed a few daycare facilities, be sure to visit them to determine which

one is the best fit.

Playgroups

There is a bilingual activity group organized by the Maksimir Center for Culture called Sticky Fingers

(Ljepljivi prstici) for Croatian and English-speaking parents and their children. Sticky Fingers costs

30 kunas, which includes coffee for parents and juice and a snack for children, and it takes place

every Wednesday at 10:00 a.m.

The Zagreb International Womens' Club also organizes a playgroup that meets every Thursday at

10:00 a.m.

Babysitting

Babysitters generally provide childcare for a short period of time, for example, while the parents

enjoy a night out at dinner and a movie. Friends and family members often offer to babysit without

payment, but typically, babysitting is a paid childcare service.

It's wise to select a babysitter who has had some prior experience working with children and who

has taken a first aid course.

Prices

Prices for babysitting vary, but usually fall right around 25 kunas per hour.

How to Find a Sitter

Again, the best way to find a reliable babysitter is by word of mouth. Ask friends for
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recommendations, or contact your embassy or a local club for expats. The U.S. Embassy in Zagreb

circulates a regular newsletter that often includes contact information for trusted babysitters and

nannies.

You may also look for ads on Njuškalo and Oglasnik or contact Uspinjaca, an agency that specializes

in domestic help. Another great online resource is Easy Expat' babysitter search.

For consistent babysitting, you may consider hiring an au pair. Consult the section on "Au Pair"

under "Find a Job".
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Entertainment

1. Pubs, Cafes and Restaurants

2. Cinema, Nightclubs

3. Theatre, Opera, Museum

4. Sport and Activities

5. Tourism and Sightseeing
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Pubs, Cafes and Restaurants

For a city of its size - right around a million inhabitants - Zagreb is surprisingly lively. It claims more

museums per square foot than any other European capital, there are multiple cafes on every street,

and countless cultural festivals, from film and music to gastronomy, take place throughout Croatia

year round.

Drink

Croats love to socialize, and there's no better way to catch up with friends than over a drink. Croats

like to gather at "caffe bars," which, as the name suggests, serve espresso and other non-alcoholic

drinks in addition to alcoholic beverages. There are three beverages that particularly define

drinking in Croatia: coffee, wine, and rakija.

Coffee

Cafe culture in Zagreb can be quite a surprise to newcomers, as it appears that everyone in the city

is out having coffee all of the time - even in the middle of the workday! It's not really about the

coffee itself, though - it's about socializing, people watching, sitting for hours in the sun, and,

sometimes, it's even about business. Though any time of day is suitable for a coffee date, prime

coffee-drinking time is on Saturdays between roughly 11:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m. Hundreds flock to

the city center for this weekly ritual, called špica by the locals, to meet up with friends, see, and be

seen.

Coffee beverages in Croatia actually consist of espresso, rather than filter coffee, with varying

amounts of milk. Order kava and you'll get a shot of espresso. A kava s mlijekom gives you a bit

of milk, while a bijela kava is closer to an American-style latte.

There are cafes everywhere, particularly in the center. Quality varies, but you'll almost always get a

decent brew. Everyone has his or her own favorite café, and you'll establish yours, too, with time.

Here's a list of a few recommended cafes that have good coffee and a nice vibe. All of these are

non-smoking, as well, which can be unusual for caffe-bars.

Eliscaffe

Ilica 63

Near Britanski trg, this small café is said to serve the best coffee in the city. Owner Nik Orosi is a

barista champ.

Teneo Coffee Shop

Trešnjevacki trg 2

Located in Trešnjevka, near the open-air market, Teneo is the perfect spot for a post-shopping

beverage. Delicious and well-crafted coffees, as well as a range of flavored syrups for something a

little different. You can also try Turkish coffee here!

Velvet

Dežmanova 9

A beautifully decorated café tucked away at the end of Dežmanova ulica toward Tuškanac.
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Crowded on weekends, and a bit cooler than Cvjetni trg during the summer, thanks to the breezes

coming down from Medvednica.

Galerija Lav

Opaticka 2

Near the Stone Gate in Upper Town, but still something of a local's secret, this charming café and

gallery has a lovely balcony and very tasty beverages - try the hot chocolate with šlag (whipped

cream) for a splurge.

Brokenships Cafe

Cirilometodska ulica 2

The café at the Museum of Broken Relationships is cozy and rarely crowded. They make a great

Aperol Spritz. Enjoy one on the terrace if the weather is nice.

Rakija

Rakija, Croatia's version of grappa, brings people together the same way coffee does, but usually

during the nighttime hours. Croats have found a way to turn almost any herb, fruit, or nut into

rakija, but perhaps the most popular variety is medica, a sweet rakija made from honey.

Orahovac (walnut), pelinkovac (herb), and šljivovica (plum) are also notable varieties.

Most bars are equipped with several varieties of rakija, but Cica bar and Mojo are particularly well

known for their extensive selections.

Wine

Though Croatia may not yet be well known as a destination for wine connoisseurs, its wines are

quickly gaining international recognition, having consistently cleaned up at the Decanter World

Wine Awards over the past few years. In 2012 alone, sixty-five Croatian wines won awards at the

prestigious competition. The wine-producing regions of Dalmatia, Istria, and Slavonia all bring

something different to the table, so to speak, so it's worth exploring the wines of all three. To

sample several varieties, try Basement or Dobra vina.

Other Non-Alcoholic Beverages

Apart from coffee, cafes generally offer a range of teas and juice. Tap water in Zagreb is potable,

and bottled still and sparkling water are also available.

Other Alcoholic Beverages

In addition to wine and rakija, beer is also a very popular beverage. Local brands include Ožujsko,

Karlovacko, and Tomislav, and most bars stock popular international brands, as well.

Liquor Laws

There is no minimum age for consuming alcohol in Croatia, however, the legal age for purchasing

alcohol is 18. A driver over 24 years of age may drive with a blood alcohol level of up to 0.05
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percent. It is illegal for professional drivers and drivers under 24 years of age to drive with a blood

alcohol level of more than 0.00 percent.

Eat

Croatian cuisine comprises the best of its neighboring regions: you'll find spicy Hungarian style

dishes, heavy Austrian sauces, tasty grilled meat hailing from Bosnia and Serbia, and creamy

risottos and simple pasta dishes reminiscent of Italian cooking.

Lunch is the biggest meal of the day , often including several courses and a glass (or two) of

wine. Breakfast is small - usually a pastry and a coffee or perhaps some yogurt - and dinner is

usually light, often consisting of a sampling of cheese, dried meats, olives, and a seasonal salad.

Dining out in Zagreb unfortunately leaves much to be desired. While there are several affordable

and tasty lunch restaurants, those open for dinner tend to fall on two ends of the spectrum: cheap

and quick or expensive and upscale. There is also not much in the way of variety. Though there are

some exceptions, most restaurants in Croatia offer very similar staple dishes: risotto, pasta, grilled

meats and vegetables, and a few regional specialties. There isn't much in the way of international

cuisine or innovative dishes. On a positive note, restaurants generally use fresh and local

ingredients, and there are usually daily specials prepared from whatever looked best at the market.

Croatian Specialties

Specialties vary depending on location: on the coast, seafood dominates, while inland meals

incorporate more pork, chicken, and beef. Here are just a few dishes to get you started.

Zagrebacki odrezak - pork or veal stuffed with ham and cheese, coated with breadcrumbs,

and grilled

Purica s mlincima - roasted turkey with flatbread dumplings

Cobanac - a meaty stew flavored with paprika

Pašticada - a flavorful, stewed beef dish often served with gnocchi or pasta

Sarma - cabbage leaves stuffed with minced meat; not technically Croatian, but

nevertheless a very popular dish you can find almost anywhere, particularly in the winter

Kulen - spicy dried sausage flavored with paprika

Krvavica - blood sausage

Janjetina - roasted lamb is a specialty prepared at the eateries along the old road between

Zagreb and Rijeka. If you're really brave, try the lamb's head.

Brodet - fish stew. The ingredients vary from place to place. The specialty of the Neretva

River valley is frog and eel brodet.

Blitva - Swiss chard, often cooked with potatoes, is a staple side for any fish dish in

Dalmatia. Try it with orada (sea bream), brancin (sea bass), or even hobotnica (octopus).

Cevapi - again, not technically Croatian in origin, but ubiquitous. See "fast food" for more

information about this popular grilled meat dish.

Vegetarian

Croatian cuisine is meat-heavy and there are very few restaurants that cater specifically to
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vegetarians. However, most restaurants offer a few vegetarian-friendly options. Make sure that the

waiter understands your needs, as many people consider fish a non-meat (and therefore

vegetarian-friendly) food.

Vegehop

Vlaška 79

Tel.: +385 91 46 49 400

PYR Club Restaurant

Teslina 13/1

+385 1 48722 44

Prasadam Catering

Tel.: +385 1 3461 300

Tipping

It is customary to leave a tip for good service at restaurants where you actually sit down and dine,

but there is no clearly defined amount or percentage of the bill. Most customers simply round up or

leave a small bill. Leaving around 10% is about right if the service was great - there's usually no

reason to leave any more than that.

At some restaurants, there is a "cover" charge that includes a small appetizer, usually some sort of

pate or cheese spread and bread. This amount can be factored in as a tip.

Fast Food

Bakeries are the most popular stop for a quick bite. There are many bakeries throughout the city

center selling sandwiches, rolls, pastries, and often slices of pizza. Burek, a savory pastry made

from filo dough and stuffed with meat or cheese, is particularly tasty and a great (if heavy) late

night snack. Get a plain yogurt to drink along with it.

Cevapi, a dish of grilled and spiced minced meat served alongside onions and lepinj, a chewy

pocket bread, is another popular quick meal - though it might take a little longer than typical "fast

food." Eat cevapi and similar grilled meat dishes, like pljeskavica, with kajmak, a creamy cheese,

and ajvar, a relish made from red peppers.

Restaurants

Restaurants in Zagreb are constantly opening and closing, changing their staff, and changing their

menus. As such, quality can suffer: what might be a great meal one night can be mediocre the

next. Still, there are several restaurants in Zagreb that are fairly consistently tasty. This is not an

exhaustive list of the "best" or most popular restaurants in Zagreb, but rather a few pretty

consistently satisfying restaurants that are also affordable.

Apetit City - Urban dining in the center. The food is usually traditional with a twist.

Bistro MZ/Bistro Mitnica -  Perhaps the best spot for grilled meat dishes like cevapi and
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pljeskavica in Zagreb. Don't miss the tasty sides, such as spicy baked beans.

Gostionica Tip Top - Located on the corner of Gundeliceva and Masarykova, this eatery is

a Zagreb establishment. Go for the lunch deals or enjoy a glass of wine in the window with a

view of the recently restored art nouveau Kallina House.

Kod Šime - A delicious local lunch spot near Kvaternikov trg. Get one of the daily specials.

Lari i Penati - A small and charming bistro. Less traditional, with some international tastes.

Rougemarin - This nice but casual restaurant specializes in burgers. The best time to go is

for one of their burger parties, where you pay a set price to sample several mini burgers or

small plates.

Sofra - Try out some Bosnian cuisine at Sofra, located in the Green Gold shopping center.

This rich food is best on a cold night.

Stari fijaker - Traditional, regional cuisine in the center. Heavy dishes, great on a winter day.

Trilogia - Tasty Croatian cuisine near the Stone Gate in Upper Town.

Cinema, Nightclubs

Cinema

Most multiplex cinemas are located in shopping centers. One of the nicest things about going to the

cinema in Croatia is that films are rarely, if ever, dubbed. Instead, they are shown in their original

language with Croatian subtitles - a great opportunity to pick up a little Croatian! In addition to

multiplex cinemas, there are also a few art cinemas and several outdoor cinemas that screen films

throughout the summer.

Though some screenings are free (for example at outdoor summer theaters), prices for films at the

cinema typically range from 19 to 36 kunas, depending on time of day and screening (i.e. regular

vs. IMAX 3D).

Art Kino Gric - A small art cinema that shows independent and international films and

occasionally hosts film festivals. It also houses a popular café.

Art Kino KIC - The Kulturno Informativni Centar regularly screens international, independent,

and art films.

CineStar - A multiplex cinema with locations at Avenue Mall, Branimir Centar, and Arena

Centar

Cineplexx - A multiplex cinema with locations at Kaptol Centar and City Center One

Kino Europa - A historic cinema that hosts a number of film festivals throughout the year.

It's also a popular bar and café.

Kino Tuškanac - Kino Tuškanac hosts a program of classic, art, independent, and

international films curated by the Croatian Film Club

Ljetno Kino Gradec - Free, open-air film screenings every evening from July to September in

Zagreb's beautiful Upper Town. There's even a full-service bar and café.

Nightclubs

There are two main hubs for nightlife in Zagreb: in thecity center around the main square, and at
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Lake Jarun. Most of the major clubs are located at one of these two locations, though there are a

few other notable bars and clubs elsewhere in the city. Each club attracts a certain clientele - but

it's worth trying a few clubs on for size to find out which suits you best. Typically the newest bar or

club is the hottest, but after a few weeks, the novelty wears off and people return to their old

favorites.

"Going out" in Zagreb usually unfolds over several hours. First, you might meet for a drink at a

favorite bar. After a few rounds, you might migrate to another bar, or if it's late enough, head to a

club for some dancing.

Zagreb is pretty laid-back, and it's generally not too difficult to gain entry, but there are always

exceptions. To avoid any setbacks, keep these few tips in mind.

If it's a special event or a club opening, determine if an RSVP is required. Sometimes it's as

simple as joining a Facebook event page, but if you don't RSVP or secure an invitation when

one is required, you may be turned away at the door.

Know the style of the club you are going to and dress for it. People in Zagreb make an effort

to look good when they go out. Jeans are acceptable almost anywhere, as long as you dress

them up a bit. Some clubs will turn away guests wearing casual attire such as shorts and

flip-flops.

There might be a cover charge, so come prepared with cash. Many bars only accept cash for

drinks, as well.

Bars and Clubs

There are many clubs in Zagreb and even more bars, but chances are you'll only ever visit a

handful if you stick to a group of local friends who have already established their favorites. If you

want to see what else is out there, you may have to explore on your own. Here are just a few

nightlife hotspots to start you off.

Aquarius - One of the oldest clubs on Lake Jarun, with two dance floors. You'll have to catch

a cab here, or take a tram and walk.

Cica - A hole in the wall bar on Tkalciceva ulica with a large rakija selection. A popular spot

to start the night.

Mansion - Another popular club on Lake Jarun.

Maraschino - Just steps from the main square, another spot to kick off a night out.

Mojo -Mojo boasts 60 different varieties of rakija. It's very reasonably priced and walking

distance from the main square.

Jabuka - This dingy club is a Zagreb institution - it's been around for decades. Nights spent

dancing to cult hits from the 80s usually end with a sunrise stagger home.

Kolaž - This tiny basement bar is great for a laid-back drink.

Krivi put - Across the street from the Student Center, this bar is packed almost any time of

day. Huge patio.

Kvart - There's often some sort of themed party, DJ set, or live act set to perform at Kvart,

located at a former slaughterhouse.

Pepermint - Right on Ilica, a short walk from the main square, Pepermint is always busy.

Each day of the week is dedicated to a different type of music.

Purgeraj - This popular bar and club in Ribnjak Park hosts live acts and DJs. Thursdays are
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reserved for indie pop.

Rush - Not far from the main square, Rush is the most popular gay club in Zagreb.

Sedmica - A small and smoky bar with a unique interior. Popular with the creative set.

Tvornica kulture -  "Factory of culture" is a popular spot for live shows and concerts.

Vintage Industrial Bar - This massive bar on Savska also schedules regular live shows. It's

new in town, so it's always packed.

Theatre, Opera, Museum

Theater

Theatergoers will find several venues in Zagreb where they can watch classic, experimental, and

even children's theater. The most magnificent space to watch a play is in the Croatian National

Theater, a late 19

th

-century neo-baroque building with red velvet seating, beautiful murals, and

quaint theater boxes. This is the spot to watch classic plays, ballets, and operas.

Many neighborhoods also have their own community theaters that put on periodic performances

and plays.

Theaters in Zagreb include:

Kazalište Mala Scena

Kazalište Trešnja

Kazalište Žar ptica

Satirical Theater Kerempuh

Teatar Exit

Zagreb Puppet Theater

Opera

The best place for opera is the Croatian National Theater in the city center. Though the stage also

hosts ballet and drama performances, opera is scheduled several times a month.

All performances at the Croatian National Theater are very affordable, but tickets go quickly, so it's

wise to book in advance. The most expensive seats in the house are 150 kunas.

Orchestra

The Zagreb Philharmonic Orchestra usually performs a couple of times per month and often hosts

visiting musicians and conductors. The Zagreb Quartet is the oldest Croatian chamber ensemble,

established in 1919.

Zagreb's largest concert hall is Lisinski, not far from the main train station. Lisinski hosts many

different acts that perform various types of music. Orchestral performances are scheduled

regularly.
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Another excellent venue for classical music performances is the Croatian Music Institute, which

hosts performances almost every evening.

During the summer months, there are frequent outdoor concerts. Check the Zagreb Tourist Board's

event listings regularly to find out where they are.

Museums

There are a number of museums in Zagreb. It would take weeks to explore them all, and there is

literally something for everyone. Some museums offer free entry one day each month, but this

depends on the institution. Museums are generally closed on Mondays.

If you plan to visit several museums in a short amount of time, it might be worth it to purchase a

Zagreb Card. (See the section "Discounts" for more information.) Once a year, usually in January, all

of the museums in Croatia stay open late, organize special events, and offer free entry for a special

event called Noc muzeja (Museum Night).

Here are just a few of the museums in Zagreb worth checking out:

Meštrovic Atelier

Address: Mletacka 8

Hours: Tues-Fri 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., Sat-Sunday 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Admission: Adults 20 kunas/Students 10 kunas

The Meštrovic Atelier is the former home and studio of celebrated sculptor Ivan Meštrovic.

Sculptures, drawings, and writings are on display. An intimate sculpture courtyard provides a

peaceful place to stop and rest after a day of sightseeing.

Museum of Broken Relationships

Address: Cirilometodska 2

Summer hours: Every day from 9:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.

Winter hours: Every day from 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Admission: Adults 25 kunas/Students 20 kunas

This unique museum showcases the artifacts of relationships gone wrong, from love notes to

trinkets picked up on romantic travels. A personal story accompanies each item, making for a

fascinating display of love illustrated by material items.

Museum of Arts and Crafts

Address: Trg maršala Tita 10

Hours: Tues-Fri 11 a.m. to 7 p.m., Sat-Sun 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Just across the street from the Croatian National Theater, the Museum of Arts and Crafts houses

around 100,000 works of applied and fine art from the 14

th

to the 21

st

century. The collection

includes furniture, glass, clocks, photography, and musical instruments.

Museum of Contemporary Art
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Address: Avenija Dubrovnik 17

Hours: Tues-Sun 11 a.m. to 6 p.m., Sunday 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Admission: Adults 30 kunas/Students 15 kunas

In a new building just south of the Sava River in Novi Zagreb, the Museum of Contemporary Art

houses some 12,000 works of art by Croatian and international artists. Most of the collection

focuses on art produced after 1950. Highlights include the studio of sculptor Ivan Kožaric and

site-specific slides by Carsten Höller that you can actually slide down.

Technical Museum

Address: Savska cesta 18

Hours: Tues-Fri 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Sat-Sun 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Admission: Adults 15 kunas/Students 10 kunas

The Technical Museum is home to an array of fascinating machines and inventions, such as vintage

vehicles, a Dubrovnik tram from 1912, and a World War II submarine. Other highlights include a

demonstration room containing exact replicas of scientist Nikola Tesla's inventions and a mock

underground coal mine.

Zagreb City Museum

Address: Opaticka 20

Hours: Tues-Fri 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., Sat 11 a.m. - 7 p.m., Sun 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Admission: Adults 30 kunas/Students 20 kunas

The Zagreb City Museum tells the story of Croatia's capital city from prehistoric times until today.

The chronological display takes visitors from archeological finds from the late Iron Age to the

reconstruction of the Zagreb cathedral and beyond. Like the Museum of Broken Relationships and

the Meštrovic Atelier, the Zagreb City Museum is located in scenic Upper Town.

Sport and Activities

Croatia, like the rest of the world, highly values athletics. Sports, both professional and recreational,

bring people together - and sometimes drive them apart! People are passionate about their favorite

teams. By far the most popular professional sport is football (soccer). The two largest football clubs

in the country are Hajduk Split and Dinamo Zagreb.

Dinamo's supporters, nicknamed the Bad Blue Boys, are notoriously wild, but not usually

dangerous, although fights can break out if tensions are high. Usually, their antics amount to loud

singing and chanting and lighting flares in the stands. (Unsurprisingly, flares sometimes find their

way onto the field, delaying the match for a few minutes.) Everyone living in Zagreb should

experience a Dinamo match at least once - just keep your distance from the Bad Blue Boys if you're

looking for a drama-free evening.

Zagreb's ice hockey team, Medvešcak Zagreb, is also very popular.

Stadiums

Maksimir Stadium is the home of Dinamo Zagreb. Located just across the street from Maksimir Park
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in northeast Zagreb, the stadium accommodates over 35,000 spectators.

Dom sportova, an indoor athletic arena in the Trešnjevka neighborhood, is the home of Medvešcak

Zagreb. Dom sportova also hosts other sporting events and occasional concerts.

Arena Zagreb, a new stadium completed in 2008, is the venue of choice for big-name concerts and

athletic championships. It is also the home of the handball team RK Zagreb.

Sporting Events

Zagreb has hosted many sporting events, including the World Men's Handball Championship in

2009, for which Arena Zagreb was built, the Men's and Women's European Water Polo

Championship in 2010, and the Ice Hockey World Championship Division II in 2011. In 2014, Zagreb

will co-host the Women's European Handball Championship with Hungary.

A number of other local sporting events take place in Zagreb year round, and a schedule of

upcoming events can be found on the webpage for the Zagreb Convention Bureau.

The Zagreb Marathon, which follows an urban course that stretches east and west of the main

square, takes place every fall in October. You do not have to qualify to compete, and the

registration fee is 180 kunas. The time limit for race completion is five hours.

Activities

In addition to the urban activities Zagreb offers, such as concerts, art exhibitions, and film festivals,

there are also many opportunities for recreational athletics.

Bicycling

Though there are a few bike lanes in Zagreb, it's not exactly the most bicycle-friendly city. For

recreational cycling, a great option is Jarun Lake. Paths around the lake are open to cyclists,

rollerbladers, joggers, and walkers. There are a few cycling clubs and bicycle associations that

organize regular group rides in and around Zagreb.

 Moj bicikl        

Sindikat biciklista

Weekend Warriors

Hiking

A favorite weekend activity among Zagreb residents is hiking to Sljeme, the peak of nearby

Medvednica Mountain. The hike to the top, on paths shaded by leafy trees, takes about three hours.

At some point during the excursion, it's tradition to stop at one of the restaurants on the mountain

to have a hearty meal.

You can also reach Sljeme by public transportation. Take tram 8 or 14 all the way to Mihaljevac,

then catch the special Sljeme bus to Tomislavov dom.
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Croatian Mountaineering Association

Zagreb Mountaineering Association

Running

There is a community of runners in Zagreb, but you won't really see many people running along the

streets in the city center. Instead, runners head to Jarun Lake, Bundek Lake, or the banks of the

Sava River for outdoor running. For more information about running and running groups in Zagreb,

visit Volim trcanje.

Swimming

There are several public pools in Zagreb. Indoor pools are open year-round, while outdoor pools are

seasonal. Jarun Lake is swimmer-friendly with beaches and lifeguards.

Jarun

Mladost Pool

Šalata Pool

Utrina Pool

Gym

Gym-going is still catching on in Croatia, with a significant increase in the number of gyms over the

past couple of years. Most neighborhoods have a gym or two nearby, although it's sometimes

difficult to find information about them online. It's a good idea to ask around for recommendations

on nearby facilities, but here are a few larger gyms that may interest you:

Dream Gym

Fitness Forma

Hammer Gym

Jump Fitness Centar

MoFit Fitness Club

Orlando Fitness Kaptol

WorldClass Fitness 

Tourism and Sightseeing

One of the best things about living in Zagreb is that there is always something to see and do. In

addition to tourist attractions and museums, there are many festivals and events to check out year

round. If you run out of things to do in Zagreb or simply want to get out of town for a while, Zagreb

is within easy driving distance of several beautiful regions in Croatia, including Zagorje, Slavonia,

Gorski Kotor, Istria, and northern Dalmatia.

Tourist Office
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The Zagreb Tourist Board provides information about the city, maps, accommodation information,

advice on using public transport, and information about tours and attractions. There are several

tourist information centers in Zagreb, but the central office is located on the main square.

Trg bana J. Jelacica 11

Tel.:+385 1 48-14-051, +385 1 48-14-052, +385 1 48-14-054

Summer hours: Mon-Fri: 8.30am-9.00pm; Sat/Sun: 9am-6pm

Winter hours: Mon-Fri: 8.30am-8.00pm; Sat: 9am-6pm; Sun: 10am-4pm

Zagreb Main Railway Station

Summer hours: Mon-Fri: 8.30am-9pm; Sat/Sun: 9am-6pm

Winter hours: Mon-Fri: 9am-9pm; Sat/Sun: 10pm-5pm

Zagreb Airport, Pleso

Tel.: +385 1 62-65-091

Summer hours: Mon-Fri: 8.30am-9pm; Sat/Sun: 9am-6pm

Winter hours: Mon-Fri: 9am-9pm; Sat/Sun and Holidays: 10am-5pm

Zagreb Bus Station

Summer hours: Mon-Fri: 8.30am-9pm; Sat/Sun and Holidays: 9am-6pm

Winter hours: Mon-Fri: 9am-9pm; Sat/Sun and Holidays: 10am-5pm

Lotršcak Tower, Strossmayer Promenade

Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-5pm

 Free information line: 0800 53 53

Email: info@zagreb-touristinfo.hr

Sightseeing

In addition to Zagreb's many museums and galleries, there are also several historic and cultural

attractions worth visiting. Apart from Mirogoj and Maksimir, they are all an easy walk from the city

center. 

Trg bana Jelacica - The main square is the heart of Zagreb. It's the central meeting point in the

city and a thoroughfare for several tramlines. From here, you can head north to Dolac, the Zagreb

Cathedral, Tkalciceva, and Upper Town, west down the shopping street Ilica, or south to the Green

Horseshoe or Flower Square (Cvjetni trg), the most popular place for Saturday coffee.

In the middle of the square is an equestrian statue of Ban Jelacic, a 19th-century leader who

sought increased independence for Croatia.

Dolac - Just north of the main square, growers, vendors, and artisans peddle their goods every

morning at Dolac, the largest outdoor market in Zagreb. Spend some time strolling along and

sampling produce, and then take some with you for an picnic in the park.

Tkalciceva - This picturesque pedestrian street branching off to the left of Dolac is a great spot for

people watching. Bars, cafes, and boutiques line the street, which at one time was a creek that
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separated the two medieval towns of Kaptol and Gradec.

Zagreb Cathedral - The twin spires of the Zagreb Cathedral, just a few steps beyond the main

square, are visible from miles away. The neighborhood around the cathedral is known as Kaptol,

and it was one of two medieval towns that eventually came together to create modern-day Zagreb.

The cathedral has changed quite a bit over the centuries, with the current structure designed and

constructed during the late 19

th

 century by Herman Bolle.

Upper Town - The second of the two medieval towns, Gradec, is now modern day Gornji grad, or

Upper Town. This quaint area above the main square is home to several museums, including the

Meštrovic Atelier, the Zagreb City Museum, and the unique Museum of Broken Relationships, as

well as iconic St. Mark's Church and the medieval Lotršcak tower and Stone Gate.

The Green Horseshoe -Milan Lenuci, a late 19

th

-cenutry city planner who valued urban green

space, is responsible for the series of lush parks and squares that form a U or horseshoe shape in

the center of Zagreb. Zrinjevac, a park with a 19

th

-century promenade just south of the main

square, caps one end of the horseshoe, and Trg Maršala Tita, the home of the Croatian National

Theater, the other. The majestic Art Pavilion, just north of the main train station, and the Croatian

National Archives, a stunning art nouveau building, are also located on the shoe. Linking the

horseshoe's two legs is the Zagreb Botanical Garden - a whimsical (and free!) oasis in the center of

the city.

Mirogoj Cemetery - This beautiful and expansive cemetery in the foothills north of the city center

was designed at the end of the 19

th

-century by Herman Bolle. An impressive arcade houses the

tombs of several of Croatia's most notable artists, scientists, writers, philosophers, and politicians,

and sculptures by some of Croatia's celebrated artists, such as Edo Murtic and Ivan Meštrovic, are

located on the cemetery grounds.

Maksimir Park - Maksimir, the first public park in Southeast Europe, was founded in 1787 and

extensively redesigned in the 19

th

century. It boasts a grand promenade, a lookout tower, and

scenic paths that wind through the woods and around several duck ponds. Maksimir is also home to

the Zagreb Zoo. Tickets for the zoo cost 30 kunas for adults and 20 kunas for children ages 7-14.

Children under 7 are granted free entry.

Tours

There are several tour companies and individual tour guides who offer thematic tours of Zagreb.

You can explore the city by bus, tram, bike, Segway, or on foot.

The best way to find a tour is to simply browse the offerings of different companies for tours that

interest you. By law, local guides must be licensed, so you can rest assured that your guide is

knowledgeable about the city.

For tours of Zagreb, check out:

Blue Bike Tours

Funky Zagreb
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Private Guide Zagreb

Secret Zagreb Walks

Segway City Tour Zagreb

Zagreb City Tours

Zagreb Talks

Zagreb Tourist Guide Association

Zdenac života

Additionally, during the summer, the Zagreb Tourist Board organizes regular free tours of the

Zagreb city center at 10 a.m., noon, and 6 p.m.

If you want to see more of the city, you can catch one of two tourist bus lines organized by ZET,

Zagreb's public transportation company. A ticket costs 70 kunas and you may hop on and hop off

as you please. You can download a brochure about the tourist bus lines for more information.

Festivals

Zagreb hosts many festivals throughout the year, from Turkish film to puppet theater. Here are just

a few of the festivals that draw crowds year round.

Spring

Zagreb Wine Gourmet Weekend - An international food and wine festival that promotes regional

products.

ZagrebDox - This international film festival focuses on documentary film covering a wide range of

subjects.

Subversive Film Festival - This festival features political, experimental, philosophical films that

center on a chosen theme. The theme for 2016 is "Politics of friendship."

Summer

Strossmartre (Ljeto na Štrosu) - All summer long, this leafy promenade in Upper Down hosts

concerts, open-art film screenings, arts and crafts fairs, and pop-up bars peddling Croatian wine

and rakija. Great fun and a good place to escape the summer heat.

Tjedan suvremenog plesa - Dance Week Festival takes place at the end of May through early June

and is Croatia's primary international festival of contemporary dance, movement theatre, and

mime.

Cest is d'Best - An international street festival that celebrates street performance (and performers)

of all varieties.

Fall

Zagreb Film Festival - Another film festival celebrating international and national short and
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feature-length films. Always accompanied by lively merrymaking.

Winter

Advent in Zagreb - While it's not an official festival, Advent in Zagreb keeps the capital city lively

through the holiday season and is a lot of fun. Visit Christmas markets, drink mulled wine, and

attend concerts around the city.

Discounts

 Zagreb Card

Though it's meant for tourists visiting Zagreb for just a few days, anyone can take advantage of the

Zagreb Card. This discount card provides discounted entry to most of the museums and attractions

in Zagreb, as well as discounts at restaurants and bars, shops, and theatres. The card also includes

free public transportation. A 24-hour card costs 7.90€, while a 72-hour card costs 11.80€.

Collective Buying Websites

There are several collective or group-buying websites in Croatia that offer deals on goods and

services at significantly reduced prices. Several of these websites run travel deals and discounts on

attractions and entertainment.

Collective buying websites in Croatia include:

Crno Jaje

Kolektiva

KupiMe

MegaPopust
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Public Services

1. List of consulates

2. Emergency services
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List of consulates

AUSTRALIA

Australian Embassy in Zagreb

Kaptol Centar

3

rd

 Floor

Nova Ves 11

10000 Zagreb

Phone: +385 1 489 1200

Fax: +385 1 489 1216

Website: http://www.croatia.embassy.gov.au

Email: AustEmb.Zagreb@dfat.gov.au 

CANADA

Embassy of Canada to Croatia in Zagreb

Prilaz Gjure Dezelica 4

10000 Zagreb

Phone: +385 1 488 1200

Fax: +385 1 488 1230

Web Site: http://www.canadainternational.gc.ca/croatia-croatie/

Email: zagrb@international.gc.ca

FRANCE

Embassy of France in Zagreb

Hebrangova 2

10000 Zagreb

Phone: +385 1 48 93 600

Fax: +385 1 48 93 660

Web Site: http://www.ambafrance-hr.org/

Email: institut@ambafrance.hr
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GERMANY

German Embassy in Zagreb

Ulica grada Vukovara 64

10000 Zagreb

Phone: +385 1 6300 100

Fax: +385 1 6155 536

Web Site: http://www.zagreb.diplo.de/

Email: info@zagreb.diplo.de

INDIA

Embassy of India in Zagreb

Bijenic 152B

10000 Zagreb

Phone: +385 1 487 3239

Fax: +385 1 481 7907

Web Site: http://www.indianembassy.hr/

Email: embassy.india@zg.htnet.hr

ITALY

Embassy of Italy in Zagreb

Meduliceva 22

10000 Zagreb

Phone: +385 1 4846386

Fax: +385 1 4846384

Web Site: http://www.ambzagabria.esteri.it/ambasciata_zagabria

Email: amb.zagabria@esteri.it

NETHERLANDS

Netherlands Embassy in Zagreb

Medvešcak 56
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10000 Zagreb

Phone: +385 1 464 2200

Fax: +385 1 464 2211

Web Site: http://croatia.nlembassy.org/

Email: zag@minbuza.nl

POLAND

Embassy of the Republic of Poland

Krležin Gvozd 3

10000 Zagreb

Phone: +385 1 489 9444

Fax: +385 1 483 4577

Web Site: http://www.zagrzeb.msz.gov.pl

Email: zagrzeb.amb.sekretariat@msz.gov.pl

SPAIN

Spanish Consulate in Zagreb

Tuškanac 21A

10 000 Zagreb

Phone: +385 1 48 48 950

Fax: +385 1 48 48 711

Email: emb.zagreb@maec.es

SWITZERLAND

Embassy of Switzerland in London

Bogoviceva 3

P.O. Box 471

HR-10000 Zagreb 

Phone: +385 1 487 88 00

Fax: +385 1 481 08 90

Website: https://www.eda.admin.ch/zagreb

Email: zag.vertretung@eda.admin.ch
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USA

U.S. Embassy in Zagreb

2 Thomas Jefferson Street

10010 Zagreb

Croatia

Phone: +385 1 661 2200

Fax: +385 1 665 8933

website: http://zagreb.usembassy.gov

Email: consularzagreb@state.gov

For more embassies in Croatia:

http://embassy.goabroad.com/embassies-in/croatia

Emergency services

The general telephone number for emergencies is 112.

Other emergency numbers:

Ambulance: 94

Fire: 93

Police: 92

Safety

Zagreb and Croatia in general are both very safe. You should, however, abide by the basic

precautions you would take anywhere else.

Tips:

Avoid walking alone at night. Keep to well-lit main roads

Be alert of what' going on around you. Avoid wearing headphones or something that will

distract you.

Hold onto your belongings.

Do not accept drinks from strangers and avoid leaving your drink unattended

Note that sporting events, particularly football, can sometimes incite violence.

Croatia was engaged in the Croatian War of Independence fairly recently, and as such, there are

still landmines in certain areas. Demining is a slow process, and there are still over 200 square

miles of suspected minefields to be cleared. All heavily visited areas and tourist attractions are fine.

Just don't wander off the beaten path, especially in areas marked with warning signs.
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Natural Precautions

Tap water in Croatia is safe to drink. The overall quality of Zagreb's drinking water is very good, but

it is very hard (full of minerals) and easily creates buildup on appliances.
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Return

1. Before going back
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Before going back

 

To return to your home country, follow similar steps to "Before the Departure" to close down your

household. The peculiarities of repatriating are explored in the article "The Art and Science of

Repatriation".

Close Down Your Current Home

You will need to give your notice at your current position, change information at your bank or

change banks entirely, end the lease if you are renting, and sell your house if necessary. Note that

ending your lease early will usually result in a penalty so try to time your departure so that it

coincides with the end of your contract. If selling your house, employ an estate agent and start

early as selling a house can be a very slow process. Make sure to cancel your utilities upon leaving

your residence. Contact your consulate to find out details about your country's recommended

procedures on issues such as pensions and unemployment.

Taxes & Customs

Prepare your goods to go through customs by making a detailed inventory and secure a proof of

change of residence. A moving form attestation can be secured through your consulate. If using a

shipping company, they should be able to handle most of this paperwork for you.

If your taxes are being withheld, you should have the withholding statements to show the officer.

Be aware that the tax bureau has the right to presume that you are earning income. It is your duty

to refute that presumption, if you choose. If taxes are not being withheld from your income, the tax

bureau might impose a liability on you. If you claim you weren't working, you will need to account

for how you spent your days.

Prepare Your New Home

In tandem with shutting down your foreign house, you need to prepare your next location. This may

include finding work, searching for a new apartment or house, or preparing your house to be

re-occupied. A visa may be necessary depending on your status, research and start the process

well in advance. If moving with a pet, check entry restrictions and requirements for the country you

are moving to. If you have children, you will need to find the right school and arrange for their

records to be transferred. If any members of your family are not from the country you are moving

to, you may need to secure visas for their entry.
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http://www.easyexpat.com

Information for expatriates on overseas

moving and relocation abroad (city guides for

expats, forums, expat network, classifieds

and job listing for all the countries, FAQ):

accommodation, jobs, international schools,

health. Guides for expatriates.

Forums

Property, classified ads

Job Listing: Search for candidates/Post a

position, Find a job/Post your CV

Frequently Asked Questions

Cost of living, Converters

http://www.blogexpat.com

Blog portal for expatriates and people living

abroad

Discover the latest expat blogs

Read the most popular blogs of our

community

All blogs by location or category

http://travel.easyexpat.com

EasyExpat Travel, the International

Relocation Portal, provides also a range of

services and choices of companies to

organise your holidays.

Package holidays, Flights, Trains, Cars,

Hotels, Books

Cheap travel insurance for worldwide

holidays. Single trip and annual policies
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